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Clay Whitehead Associates

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

Clay T. Whitehead
President June 5, 1993

VIA FAX 011-7095-274-0025

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

Jeff Manger has told me of the recent confusion over who is
who and who really represents PanAmSat in discussions with NPO
Energia. Let me try to clarify the situation as I understand it.

As I wrote to you earlier, Mr. Fred Landman, President of
PanAmSat, should be your only official contact with the company.
Mr. Philip Rubin is PanAmSat's Chief Scientist and has
responsibility for technical matters in satellite and launch
procurements. You and your people can deal with him confidently.
Mr. Shapiro, whom I do not know, is not associated with PanAmSat
and should not be considered to represent the company in any way
unless you hear otherwise personally from Mr. Landman.

As for my own status, I do represent PanAmSat on specific
matters from time to time. My conversations with you in Houston
and in Russia were pursuant to guidance from Mr. Landman and the
Chairman, Mr. Anselmo. Both Mr. Landman and Mr. Anselmo were in
full agreement with the letter you and I signed, and they still
support the feasibility study that has been started with Mr.
Rubin and Hughes.

There apparently is some confusion regarding position with
PanAmSat, which I would like to clarify that in some detail since
I would not want there to be any question about our confidence in
one another. Clay Whitehead Associates has an agreement with
PanAmSat to help develop the Pacific Ocean Region satellite
business which will be served by PAS-2. My work to help
establish relationships with Hughes and NPO Energia has been done
pursuant to that agreement. Since PAS-3 and PAS-4 and their
associated launch arrangements would be used to substitute for

PAS-2 in case of a launch failure, it has been necessary for me

to be involved in the procurement and launch arrangements for all
three of PanAmSat's new satellites.



As for the title of Vice Chairman, it is purely honorary,
and I am neither an officer nor an employee of the company.
Since the letter you and I wrote and signed in your office was
not a legal document but did reflect the close involvement and
intent of Mr. Landman and Mr. Anselmo, it was appropriate to use
the Vice Chairman title indicating my PanAmSat affiliation.
Having reached an agreement that I knew was acceptable to you and
PanAmSat, I delivered the document to Mr. Landman, and he wrote
to you to on March 18 to confirm the company's intent and to
establish the official line of communication between PanAmSat and
NPO Energia.

To summarize, as I wrote you earlier, Mr. Landman is the
only person with PanAmSat you should be dealing with on business
matters. Mr. Rubin and Hughes Aircraft Company are authorized to
discuss technical matters. While I have not been involved in
this matter since my return from our last meeting in Russia, I
remain available to provide any assistance that you and Mr.
Landman might agree would be useful.

Best personal regards,



PanArnSat

YILEACMORIE

March 19, 1993

Dr. Yuri P. Sernenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBUC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Sernenov:

Clay Whitehead has informed me of his discussions with you in Russia and provided me with the Letter 0
Intent you concluded on March 1. Dr. Whitehead has given me and our Chairman a very positive report on
his discussions with you and your colleagues, and we look forward to studying with you our possible use
of the Proton launch vehicle.

In view of the recent news about political uncertainties in Russia, we believe that it is unrealistic to get this
Issue on the calendar for the meetings of our two Presidents on April 4th as we originally contemplated.
However, In the interim, we would hope that technical discussions between NPO Energia and Hughes could
begin, Mr. Houterman of Hughes will be directly in touch with Dr. Vorobiev, to initiate these discussions.

In the meantime, we are reassessing how bet to deal with the political issues, Including some more specific
Ideas about the communications services offset arrangements. Hughes has indicated that It should be
possible, depending on further Information from NPO Energia, to delay the final decision on launch vehicle
beyond June. Therefore, we now believe that a less accelerated schedule for studying the Proton launch
is feasible and will enable us to proceed in a more deliberate way.

At PanAmSat, Dr. Philip Rubin, Chief Scientist, and I will be handling this matter I look forward to meeting
you In person.

5 =rely,

Frederick A. Landman
President

FAL:mf

cc: Clay Whitehead
Philip Rubin

RinAmSat, L.P. (LimiTED PAKINERSK?)
PanAmSac, Inc. (GENERAL FARTNas.)
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COMMENTS:

The affair-Shapiro continues to escalate. I just learned
about it yesterday, but Henry & I think we should nip it in the
bud. Here is a draft personal letter I plan to send to Semenov

and the draft I sent you on March 18 of a letter from you to
Semenov. I thought you had sent this, but apparently not. I

think you should mark this up and get it out promptly; can Maria

sign it for you?

By the way, be sure to inform Semenov about the Ariane deal

for PAS-3 before it is announced.



Clay Whitehead Associates

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

Clay T. Whitehead
President May 15, 1993

VIA FAX 011-7095-274-0025

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

Jeff Manber has told me of the recent confusion over who is
who and who really represents PanAmSat in discussions with NPO
Energia. Let me try to clarify the situation as I understand it.

As I wrote to you earlier, Mr. Fred Landman, President of
PanAmSat, should be your only official contact with the company.
I am sorry to learn that he did not write you as I understood he
planned to do, but I believe that unfortunately the confusion in
Washington about the Yeltsin/Clinton summit caused some
uncertainty in PanAmSat about how to proceed. In any event, Mr.
Landman is as distressed as I am about the confusion and assures
me he will write you shortly.

Mr. Philip Rubin is PanAmSat's Chief Scientist and has
responsibility for technical matters in satellite and launch
procurements. You and your people can deal with him confidently.
Mr. Shapiro, whom I do not know, is not associated with PanAmSat
and should not be considered to represent the company in any way
unless you hear otherwise personally from Mr. Landman.

As for my own status, I do represent PanAmSat on specific
matters from time to time. My conversations with you in Houston
and in Russia were pursuant to guidance from Mr. Landman and the
Chairman, Mr. Anselmo. Both Mr. Landman and Mr. Anselmo were in
full agreement with the letter you and I signed and still support
the feasibility study that was started with Mr. Rubin and Hughes.

However, there apparently is some confusion regarding my
title and position with PanAmSat. I would like to clarify that
in some detail, since I would not want there to be any doubt
about our confidence in one another. Clay Whitehead Associates
has an agreement with PanAmSat to help develop the Pacific Ocean
Region satellite business which will be served by PAS-2. My work
to help establish relationships with Hughes and NPO Energia have
been done pursuant to that agreement. Since PAS-3 and PAS-4 and



their associated launch arrangements would be used to substitute
for PAS-2 in case of a launch failure, it has been necessary for
me to be involved in the procurement and launch arrangements for
all three of PanAmSat's new satellites.

As for my title of Vice Chairman, it is purely honorary,
since I am neither an officer nor an employee of the company.
Since the letter we jointly wrote and signed in your office was
not a legal document but did reflect the close involvement and
intent of Mr. Landman and Mr. Anselmo, the use of this
affiliation was appropriate. Having reached an agreement that I
knew was acceptable to you and PanAmSat, I delivered the document
to Mr. Landman, and he assured me he would write you to confirm
the company's intent and take the next steps. As you know, he
did direct Mr. Rubin and Hughes to begin to work on the study
with NPO Energia.

To summarize, as I wrote you earlier, Mr. Landman is the
only person with PanAmSat you should be dealing with on business
matters. Mr. Rubin and Hughes are authorized to discuss
technical matters. While I have not been involved in this matter
since my return from our last meeting, I remain available to
provide any assistance that you and Mr. Landman might agree would
be useful.

Sincerely,



DRAFT LETTER FROM FRED LANDMAN TO NPO ENERGIA

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

Clay Whitehead has informed me of his discussions with you in
Russia and provided me with the Letter of Intent you concluded on
March 1. Dr. Whitehead has given me and our Chairman a very
positive report on his discussions with you and your colleagues,
and we look forward to studying with you our possible use of the
Proton launch vehicle.

In view of the recent news about political uncertainties in
Russia, we believe that it is unrealistic to get this issue on the
calendar for the meetings of our two Presidents on April 4 as we
originally contemplated. However, we hope technical discussions
between NPO Energia and Hughes can begin soon, and Mr. Houterman of
Hughes will be directly in touch with Dr. Vorobiev.

In the meantime, we are reassessing how best to deal with the
political issues, including some more specific ideas about the
communications services offset arrangements. Hughes has indicated
that it should be possible, depending on further information from
NPO Energia, to delay the final decision on launch vehicle beyond
June. Therefore, we now believe that a less accelerated schedule
for studying the Proton launch is feasible and will enable us to
proceed in a more deliberate way.

At PanAmSat, Mr. Philip Rubin, Chief Scientist, and I will be
handling this matter. I look forward to meeting you in person.

Sincerely,

Fred Landman
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WAY:

U.S. OFFICIALS IN MOSCOW TO ESTABLISH GUIDELINES for launching U.S. satellites on Russian
rockets. (P. 1)

FCC CABLE RATE BENCHMARKS ANSWER FEW QUESTIONS on how much individual system's rates
will drop. Equipment costs cause biggest problems. Agency plans tutorial. Wall St. bullish. (P. 2)

DESKTOP COMPUTERS GET NEW STANDARD FOR TELEPHONY allowing users to control sophisticated
telecommunications functions from inside Windows applications, developers Intel and Microsoft, said. (P. 4)

GORE FORECASTS PUSH FOR PERMANENT R&D INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT: At 'town hall' meeting
with Bell Labs, he defends funding applied research projects rather than general effort. (P. 5)

BOTH SIDES SEEK MUST-CARRY RECONSIDERATION: CATA and NAB want relatively minor changes in
rules. Cable operators begin notifying TV stations of must-carry status. (P. 6)

VOL 13, NO. 86

Russian Rockets To Be_U_s_ed 

U.S. OFFICIALS IN MOSCOW TO WORK OUT SATELLITE LAUNCH AGREEMENT

laizalsificigumin_M=9_w this week to negotiate guidelines for launches of U.S.-made satellites aboard
Russian vehicles, govt. sources told us. Delegation, headed by Office of U.S. Trade Representative, includes repre-
sentatives of Commerce (Office of Space Commerce), Defense Dept., State Dept., Transportation Dept. (Office of
Commercial Space Transportation), White House Office of Science ik Technology, Treasury Dept., others. On
agenda are transfer of technology, proliferation of missile-related technology, fair market pricing, injury to U.S.
launch industry. U.S. officials declined to comment on progress.

LisimiLsignificant in thatit could result in first formalized blueprint on how U.S. satellites will be 'launched
aboard Russian rockets. Currently, only one U.S.-made satellite (GE 7000 series) Intelsat III has been approved for
launch aboard Russia's flagship Proton vehicle (CD April 15 p3). That launch (deal was signed last month) was con-
sidered to be one-time-only deal under Bush Administration. But in what appears to be change in policy under Clin-
ton Administration, negotiators hope to forge agreement on how many U.S.-made satellites Russia will be allowed to
fly, and terms and conditions that will have to be met for American manufacturers to receive export licenses.

tate Dem. approved last year that allowed China to launch 5 U.S.-
made satellites aboard China Great Wall Corp.'s Long March vehicle (CD Sept 16 p2). That agreement has been at-
tacked by American launch manufacturers and others as vague. For example, it states that China is to price its
launches "on par" with those of Western companies, but since agreement was signed Beijing has consistently set
rates less than half those of western providers. Russia's KB Salyut charged Inmarsat $36 million, about half what
market leader France's Arianespace charges, and little more than 1/3 of typical General Dynamics, McDonnell Doug-
las and Martin Marietta rates.

61§2.21Lismigtauguragra with chilit were assurances by companies involved that Beijing would adhere to
provisions of Missile-Related Technology Control treaty, which prohibits sale of technology that could be used for
ballistic missiles to nonnuclear states. That, too, is of concern in agreement with Russia. Russian space officials
have said recently that Moscow would go ahead with sale of cryogenic engine technology to India. After that agree-
ment became public last year, U.S. imposed sanctions on India's space program and Russia's Glavcosmos, semi-
privatized entity that did marketing of Proton launch vehicle.

- Hi • • If ; I • $ •
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rough week, are said to be first in series on Russian launches of
U.S. satellites. Also expected to be discussed is whether SS-17 and SS-18 ballistic missiles being dismantled under
START treaties should be converted to small commercial space launchers, However, U.S. govt. sources were silent
on details of meeting. "If you're going to negotiate, you don't tell them in advance what your negotiating strategy
Is" U.S. official told us.

Agreerneut could be boon for Locthaci, which recently signed deal with newly privatized Russian entity
Khrunichev Enterprises for marketing of Proton (CD March 10 p5, Feb 4 p11, Dec 31 p2, Dec 21 p6). Lockheed has
been shopping Russian launches of U.S.-made birds, latest prospect being Hughes-built (HS-376) Palapa C birds (CD
April 13 p7). Loser in agreement could be U.S. launch providers that have seen market share slipping as result of
lower costs of more dependable Aria nespace. Azianespace, meanwhile, is worried that it will be beaten out by Rus-sians, who can price below market and who even Arianespace Chmn. Charles Bigot has admitted are the masters" of
dependability, with 2,000 successful launches.

Idgzjjks_glamtniof sitgalign couldn't be learned by our deadline, but confirmed as attending
were: (Chmn.) Peter Angier, Asst. Trade Representative for Europe and Mediterranean; Gerald Mussara, senior ad-
viser for space policy, White House Office of Science & Technology; Kathryn Sullivan, dir.-international affairs,
Commerce Office of Space Commerce; Donald Trilling, dir.-Office of Space Transportation, and Elaine David, its
gen. counsel; State Dept. Science & Technology Desk Officers Alison Barkley, Joanna Shelton, Amy Winton, Wil-
liam Veal. Also present was Yuri Koptiev, dir.-Russian Space Agency.

USI

EDC Plans Tutorial 

CABLE OFFICIALS SAY IT WILL TAKE WEEKS TO ASSESS IMPACT OF RATE BENCHMARKS
It's immshle to tell h_mfCC's 450ze cable rate regulation order issued late Mon. (CD May 4 p1) actually

will affect rates, in opinion of most people who have begun studying document. Benchmarks themselves are rela-
tively clear, in form resembling tax table. But only cable systems -- and only some of them -- have adequate equip-
ment cost information to determine whether their rates are below benchmark and how much individual MS0s, and
even individual systems, will have to lower rates, officials inside and outside FCC said. Wall St. generally reacted
positively to new rules, boosting most cable stock prim on assumption that benchmarks were less Draconian than
they might have been. NCTA scheduled special board meeting for today to discuss rules.

Ecc continued to_predict thatrollback would affect about 75% of all cable systems and save consumers about
$1 billion a year, but it admitted that it's likely to be impossible to assess impact on most individual systems for some
time. Rulemaking repeatedly uses term "price cap" to describe impact of benchmarks on systems, saying that price
caps are least-intrusive way of regulating cable rates. FCC said it will launch further rulemakings to refine cost basis
of price caps and determine whether it can eliminate low-penetration cable systems from calculations in settingbenchmarks, which it estimated would require lowering rates another 15-20%. Further notice also will address issues
of what cost accounting and cost allocation requirements FCC should impose on industry, order said.

"ndsiu_ov me_lhaLtainglainataiitax form because at least there's some background on a tax form and peo-
ple know how to deal with it," said Brenda Fox of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson (she's former NCTA gen. counsel).
"This is much more complex than people thought it would be. Some people thought that once the benchmarks came
out they would know fairly quickly where they stand, but there are no quick answers." Fox said some of her clients
have plowed through work sheets (also resembling income tax returns) that FCC provided along with 8 pages ofbenchmarks, but "they're still confused,"

FCC is  well aware of jaciy confltdon level, said Robert Pepper, head of FCC Office of Plans & Policy. Commis-sion scheduled rate regulation tutorial for 3 p.m. May 13 (Rm. 856, 1919 M St.) at which it will use data from its rateregulation survey (CD March 4 p2) to create hypothetical systems, plug in hypothetical equipment costs, then walkattendees through worksheets to show how to figure relation of system's rates to benchmark. FCC also expects todistribute Q&A sheets later this week and will accept written questions until 5 p.m. Fri. to be answered during tuto-rial. Tutorial will be carried live on same microwave system used for FCC meetings, and videotapes will be avail-
able.

Benchmarks themselveLare simplyex__t_im zglatioli of mathematical formula that FCC devised and included in Ap-pendix E, with benchmark tables merely showing data points resulting from applying formula to various subscriberand channel counts. Alexandra Wilson, special asst. in Mass Media Bureau, acknowledged that key difficulty will bein applying cost-based equipment fees called for in work sheets, and that some cable operators' accounting systems
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Russia signs
satellite deal
By Loyla Boulton in Moscow

THE Russian space industry
yesterday signed its first con-
tract to launch a western satel.
lite in what it hopes will be the
first step into a lucrative west.
ern market_
The $36m (.E23m) deal

between Inmarsat, the interna-

tional telecommunications sat-
ellite operator, and Russia's
Salyut design bureau, is for the
launch in 1995 of a mainly US-

built satellite on a Russian Pro-
ton rocket.
Mr Olof Lundberg, director-

general of Inmarsat, said the
launch would cost "several

million dollars" more than the
$36m once his organisation had

paid extra costs including

those of adapting its satellite

to a Russian launch. But it

would still be cheaper than a

western launch - according to

one Inmarsat official, up to

Slam less.
Mr Lundberg also made a

plea in favour of more general-

ised Russian access to the
western commercial satellite

launch market. "The Russian
economy cannot only be some-

where where westerners invest

and sell goods."
Fear of powerful Russian

competition for western satel-

lite launchers like Ariane-
space, which charges $.62m for
a similar service, has meant
that the west has yet to
remove obstacles to Russia
competing in this market.
The Inmarsat deal was only

made possible by a US promise
to grant an export licence so
that the Inmarsat.3 satellite,
whose main contractor is Mar-
tin Marietta of the US but
which also has some European
components, can be exported
to the former Soviet Union for
launch from the Baikonur
cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
A draft agreement on the

terms for this licence provides
strict safeguards to guard the
technological secrets in the sat-
ellite from Russians who will
be working on the project,
The Russians have started

parallel talks with the US and
the European Community on a
possible tripartite deal allow-
ing them a certain number of
launches a year and even set-
ting price floors for their ser-
vices.
Mr Umitry Polukhin, Sal.

yut's director general, said he
expected agreement soon on
what share of the Russian
side's profits would go to Kaz-
akhstan, which now owns the
Soviet-built Baikonur.
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‘v ou ve arty ouestions or do not recelytt All pages, please call (202) 429-4900.

Henny and I have discussed the Arianespace/Russian
launch situation and think that: if we can get an indication from Arianespace
no-,, a:3 to their iPaction to a -Russian IOR launch, we can pick up the pace on

front_ lzve 3ttached ail possible. approach to
Aranespas:v along these lines. Rc9u has these papers and will be calling to

,47.11114-E-Tiluid3:10.109:(11 177T:91. 266-07—e:
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"\101L -,‘
Ion, 1-Jenny and I have discussed the Arianespace/Russian

inch.situltion anct think that, if we can get an indication from .Arianespaceas to their reaction to a Russian 10R launch, we can pick up the pace on
the Russian-US political front I've attached an possible approach to

aioug ttieiuws. I've faxed the same document to Fred in Hong
Kong. Call me to di5cu:is.
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March 10, 19'

1..;ONTILV,MiLV.

1. Amend contract to commit to AOR launch, but reschedule payments along the

lines of POR schedule.

2. Make clear to Arianespace that, while we would like to go forard, givi_ft tile

lack of progress, we have to look at other possilA launch/linanzing

arrangements. This does not reflect an unwillingness on PanAmSat's part to

reach an agreement on financing that will allow for a third Arianespace launch,

only a need to protect itself if satisfactory financing Lannot be obtained.

3. Consider a later decision date on termination (without liability) for third (10R)

launch, if no agreement on financing is reached. A three month extension would

correspond to the difference in the launch periods for the AOR and IOR sateilites
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March 30, 19;3

Cc.).Ntii2LANLUAL,

Some_Arianespace/ Proton Liuu'All.S.:c/1123ieral.LQ P.5

1. How much lead time does Hughes need to prepare for a Pr.lt.

2. How much (if any) will Hughes charp., to do so?

3. If Hughes prepares for a Proton launch, how much lead time to switch back to
Ariane model?

We have told M-NET and SABC that we have a March- \‘'_.y launch window and
will try to get the IOR satellite in operation by May 31, . ,r3 We would lose tilt:
M-NET/SABC contract (and, once we sign, probably be hi btch of it) if we
were to agree to a Hughes construction/Proton launch scht?dule that is slow(,r
than what we have now.
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March 19, 1993

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBUC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

TO WHITEHEAD PAGE.001

Clay Whitehead has informed me of his discussions with you in Russia and provided me with the Letter of
Intent you concluded on March 1. Dr. Whitehead has given me and our Chairman a very positive report on
his discussions with you and your colleagues, and we look forward to studying with you our possible use
of the Proton launch vehicle.

In view of the recent news about political uncertainties in Russia, we believe that it is unrealistic to get this
issue on the calendar for the meetings of our two Presidents on April 4th as we originally contemplated.
However, in the interim, we would hope that technical discussions between NPO Energia and Hughes could
begin, Mr. Houterman of Hughes will be directly in touch with Dr. Vorobiev, to initiate these discussions.

in the meantime, we are reassessing how bet to deal with the political issues, including some more specific
ideas about the communications services offset arrangements. Hughes has Indicated that it should be
possible, depending on further infomiation from NPO Energia, to delay the final decision on launch vehicle
beyond June. Therefore, we now believe that a less accelerated schedule for studying the Proton launch
Is feasible and will enable us to proceed in a more deliberate way.

At PanAmSat, Dr. Philip Rubin, Chief Scientist, and I will be handling this matter. I look forward to meeting
you in person.

Y.

Frederick A. Landman
President

FAL:mf

cc: Clay Whitehead
Philip Rubin

PRnAmSet, L.P. (Liwrir PARm-rnsur)
PanAinSat, li,c. (O'FNERAL PAN L)

ONE Na(WICK PLAZA • OREMNWICH.CONNF-CTICUT 06830 - USA • TE_EFHaNT. 1i2C3/62Z/6654 - FAX 1/203/6Z2i,)163



Kaliningrad, Moscow Reg on,..1imssia

Fax: (095) 187-98-77 ...•

From: Y.P. Sememov
Director General :

,? Designer General 61
NPO minergia"

.10: Clay T. Whitehead,
President

Through fax: (703) 847-0804

Dear Mr. Whitehead;

I was very glad to receive the Message about the results of
Your information sent tO Rene Anselmaux and Fred Landman. We are
ready to proceed with joint studies aimed at the Proton use and
more extensive marketing of NPO "Energia"'s capacities relative
to the development and injection of space vehicles into orbit. We
are looking forward to Sore specific proposals from Hr. Landman.

Information to Hughes Space qompany for Mk. Houterman to
provide communication with Mr. Vorobyev was sent on March 25,
1993.

With best wishes,

Y. Semenov
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Kaliningrad, Moscow Reg).on,..Hussia

Paz: (095) 187-98-77 •

From: Y.P. Sememov
Director General

,f Designer General 6!
1 NPO "tnergia"

.10: Clay T. Whitehead,
President

Through fax: (703) 847-0804

Dear Mk. Whitehead;

/ was very glad to receive the Message about the results of
Your information sent tO Rene Anselmaux and Fred Landman. We are
ready to proceed with joint studies aimed at the Proton use and
more extensive marketing of NPO "Inorgia's capacities relative
to the development and injection of space vehicles into orbit. We
are looking forward to Sore specific proposals from Mk. Landman.

Information to Hughes Space Company for Mk. Houterman to
provide communication wl,th Mk. Vorobyev was sent on March 25,
1993.

With best wishes,

Y. Semenoy
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Dear Mr. Witehetad,
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I was very glad tc)',1,-tieho the OxIssagil :ifb,:t4t tho
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ready to proceod with joint Etk:dlet niska,d at
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March 19, 1993

Dr. Yuri P. Sernenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

,r:-;•elir Dr Sernenov.

Clay Vilitel-read has Inforrriod me of hs• yci:‘ i ,71u,,ir.1 vfith he
li...ts,nt you r-onciuded on March 1 Or Whitsh/aad 14--as qi me i.stx.; ot.:r c.-ri7r4iir! ..ry t

d:scusslons with you and yol..1r colhaguelf.. und icuwa.ra L.; with
of the Proton launch vehicle.

In view of the recent news about political uste.c;rt&.:.iiirq; 141.1

'f5S140 on the calendar for the rrieotirwAs of our tvvo Pr..:ents on 04.-A-4 4th asv,:e
in the Interim, wo would hope that te,..;tinical, d ussicn3 oetwten NPD En•,,t2-rgia

Mf Houten-Tian of Hughes w1t be directly int,.,..;jc-,t) with Dr Vorobi0v, tr?

In the rnearrtirne, we are reassessing how bet tr...;.;etti with the poiiilcal issuos, inding some rlorcy
idem zibov4 the oornmunicatIons service:3 c.,.ff!..;:g arrangen-:erts. Huonv:, has itidicated t.f

;'N") on further information from NPO Enerciki, to dekty th fiaal riecisike,
••!,0% ; - trre, we now believe that e.tx-elerkeed schedule fo: stWying

able us to proceed in a more (A,.iibecate way.

At

Yo-

rely,

Dr. Philip P.ubln, Chief Scientist, and i will be !.-cinoiing this
Jr1.

..
Frederick A. Landman

Presluent

FAL.rrif

C3-.7 (_;;ay Whitehead
PhRip Rubin
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Clay Whitehead Associates

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

Clay T. Whitehead
President

VIA FAX 011-7095-274-0025

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

March 18, 1993

I want to thank you for your hospitality and for the time
you and your colleagues gave me while I was visiting NPO Energia.
As I told you at the conclusion of our meetings, I am personally
satisfied that it is reasonable both technically and politically
for PanAmSat to explore more closely the possibility of working
with NPO Energia for Proton launch services.

I have briefed Rene Anselmo, the Chairman of PanAmSat, and
Fred Landman, the President, on our meetings and given them the
Letter of Intent that we concluded. Given my positive report, I
believe it is appropriate that Mr. Landman take over working
directly with NPO Energia, and he has told me he will be writing
to you soon.

I also have briefed Hughes, and Mr. Houterman is expecting
to hear directly from Dr. Vorobiev. He can be contacted as
follows:

Mr. Michael Houterman
Associate Division Manager
Commercial Programs Division
Hughes Space & Communications Company
Bldg. S64/A490
P.O. Box 92919
Los Angeles, California 90009
Phone: 1-310-364-7902
Fax: 1-310-364-6869

I will be in touch with you later regarding my thoughts on
broader marketing of NPO Energia's satellite and launch
capabilities.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

,Y;
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GOLDBERG, GODL.ES, WIENER 3; WN.1G-I11'
1229 NINETEENTH SIVir7T, N W.

WASHNGTON rc. 2/036

HENRY GOLDBERG
JOSEPH A. GODLES
JONATHAN L. WIENER
HENRIETTA WRIGHT

THOMAS G. GHERARDI, P.C. March 18, i092
COUNSEL

YIA_TBLEgaIER

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101

Re: Arianesoace .Termination Liability

Dear Tom:

rEll
(6.12! 42!)

Henny told me that you wanted some additionitl background
information regarding PanAmSat's liabilities to Arianespace in the
event that it terminates either its secsnd or third launch under
the existing agreement.

As previously discussed, under a recently reached amendment
with Arianespace, if, by May 31, 1993, PanAmSat has not reached a
financing arrangement satisfactory to it covering 85% of the launcli
services price for all three launches, PanAmSat may terminate the
second and/or third Arianespace launches, at no cost or obligation,
by giving notice to Arianespace no later than June 21, 1993.
enclosed Section 18.3.1, as shown in Article 7 to the amendment.)

Unless PanAmSat exercises this termination right, if PanAmSat
terminates the second and/or third lauric.hori, and assv.ming that
PanAmSat will launch the satellites with another service provider,
PanAmSat's termination liability will be a percentage of the total
contract price for each launch ($81 millton), as set forth in the
schedule in Section 18.2.1 of the ArianeRpace agreement (enlosP).
This schedule is, in turn, based upon the first day of the
scheduled launch periods for each satellite, which is shown in
Section 6.1 of the contract (also enclosed). As reflected in
schedules, unless PanAmSat terminates the contract by June 21,
1993, for lack of financing, its minimum terrination liability will
be $8.1 million per launch, with this liability increasing
(exponentiallY) the later PanAmSat exercises its termination -ight.
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:Mr. Clay T. Whitehead

March IS, 1993

Page 2

F. 3/c

While on this subject, you should altio keep in wind that ouI:

construction contract with Hughes gives Hughes a rolatively op631

ended right to delay delivery and increase the cost of construc-

tion, if PanAmSat changes to a Proton launch. I understand from

Henny that you have some conversations with Hughes peopie who

indicated that a Proton launch would not be a problem. Obviously,

before committing, we would want Hughes' commitment to gc, forwar,

hopefully without delay or (significant) additional costs, to he

nailed down in a contract amendment.

Please let me know if you have additional questions.

Sincerciy,_

Enclosures

cc (w/enclosures)

Mr. Fred Landman
Henny Wright, Esq.

Jo ,an L. Wiener

GOLDBERC,. GODEES. wtENER & WRIGHT
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ARTiCIX 6

paragraph 11.4 of Article 11 of the .Agxeert=t(1 w4.th Postponcnialts) shall be ,-.uneudcti

as follows:

11.4 Any Launch postponement provided for in this A/lick 11 of this Agrrnent shall not

modify the progress payment schedule set furth in Paragraph 10.1 of Article 10 of this

Agreement.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, should a Launch be postponexi one or mare uir by

.ARIANESPACE in accordance with Sub-par-45-aphs 11.3.1 or 11.2.4, then Customer

be allowed, for the corresponding 1...aunch to deft-.1 the payments remaining due undei

paragraph 10.1.1.A)i) (to the exception however of the 
‘AW paymeat) and Parrhs

10.1-.1B)i) and 10.1.1.Qi) of Article 10 at the date of request for postponement by a ierurth

of time equal to the postponement period. D.-.fennenrs +.441.1 be determined from the first day

of the last agreed Launch Period or Launch Slot.

Paragraph 18_3.1 of Article i8 (Termination by CL.,tomcr) of the Agreement shalt be

amended as follows:

18.3.1 If at latest by May 31, 1993 a finxicing arrangeinalit reasorinbly satiAwtory to

Customer covering 85% of the Launch Servif.: Price of Launch, #1, 4r2. and #3 guai-A‘Ite....td

by the rtleva.nt export credit agencies is not concluded, Cu,storner may, by writteii novice

to ARIANTES15ACE at latest on June 21, 1993, terminate Launches #2 and/or Launch #3

at no cost or obligation [J (and without the pa.ynient of a.ny 1at payment interest for the

period under Paragraph 10.4.2.). In such event, ARIANESPAC.ii shall, within thirty days

of notice of termination under this Subparagraph 18.3.1. refuzul to Customer all payments

previou,sly made (if any) by Customer for the taanch(es) terminated under this Subparagraph,

183_1_ If, notwithstanding the fact no such financing arrangement has been concluded,

Custorno'r decides not to terminate Launch 412 andJor Launch #3 under this Sub-paragraph

the provisions of this Article 18 other Th2n this Sub paragraph 18_3.1 shall be

applic2b1e in the event of termination by Customer of the corrr-sponding Launch(es).
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18.1. Customer shall be entitled to terminate any Launch ueder this Agyeemant ->-.
time prior to Launch. Customer's right is not subject to any tonditton, and shaft
cover termination situations for reasons of convenience as well as those of delay or
impossibility in which one of the Parties may find themselves, Notice of
termination shall be given by registered letter with acknowledgraont of receipt, and
shall take effect upon receipt of such letter by ARLANESPACE or by way of telecopy
with copy by registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt and shall take effect
upon receipt of the telecopy by ARIA-NESPACE

18.2. Whatever the reason for termination of a Launch under this Article 18.0,
ARIANESPACE shall be entitled to cancellation fees equal to the aggregate of the
following:

18,2.1. A basic cancellation fee as fonows :

EFFECTIVEDAIIEQF PERCENTAc F. OF L,Sp
CATs_ IgELLATION

On or before C-15 months 10%
Between C-15 & C-I3 months 15%
Between C-13 & C-10 months 25%
Between C-10 & C-6 months 40%
After C-6 months 45%

1,52 means the Launch Services price of the Launch terminated excluding any price
increase resulting from the exercise of option(a) (i.e. Relaunch Credit Option - Cash
Option), and any mass increase of the Satellite.

C means the date obtained by i) adding to the first day of the initial Launch Period,
the aggregate duration of Launch Period or Launch Slot postpor.ementl,,,I ri,v-iLest.,,ci
by ARIANESPACE for such Launch pursuant to Sub-paragzaph 1E2.1, of A ticie
11

18.2.2. Plus i) any other amount(s) beyond the LSP paid or due (including
postponement ree8 - late payment interest) for the Launch at the effective
date of cancellation, and ii) the price of those Associated Services, ordei ed
by the Customer after the signature of this Agreement for the Launch
concerned and performed at the date of tancellation,
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6.1. The Launch of the Satellites siqil) piAce (luring the following Launch Periods

LEonch #1: 1 April 1994 to 30 June 1994
Launch #2: 1 December 1994 to 28 February 1993
Launch *3 : 1 March 1995 to 31 May lii95

6 2 The Launch Slot within the Launch Period shall be tetermioed by aiutual agreement
of the Parties no later than twelve and a half I2'/12) months prior to the first day of th
Launch Period, taking into account the available Launch Opportunities and tt‘ e
Satellite construction and delivery schedule.

(13. The Launch Day within the Launch Slot shall be deterinineo, no later than four and a
half (41/2) months prior to the first day of tip.: Launi:h Slot, by mutual agreement iL,1 th-
Parties, based on a proposal made by ARIANESPAC2E.

6 4. The Launch Window set forth in Paragraph 1.6 of Annev ..'44 this Agreement shall be
determined, no later than the Finel ftnaiyisi, 'tc,:ew,by aq..tual
the Parties, based on a proposal mAe by A.RIANESPACE

6,6. In the event that, for any reason whatioever, the Piiitif11; fail to ai.;ree
Slot within the Launch Period, the Latingh Day, or the Launch Windcw,
AR1ANESPACE shall determine said Launch Skit, Lau:01 Day, or Launch  Window
taking into account the available Launch Opportunitie4, and the requiremerata and
respective interests of Customer and of the Third Party andomer Of ARIAN ESPACE
provided that ARIANESPACE shall notify the Customer of each applicable deLe not
later than ten (10)days after the last day specified for selection under Nragraph
6.3 above as applicable..
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Clay Whitehead Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone 703-847-8787 Fax 703-847-8804

FACSIMILE MEMORANDUM

To: Rene Anselmo, F e Landman

CC: Henry Goldberg, Henny Wright, Phil Rubin

Fax: 1-203-622-9163

From: Clay T. Whitehead

Date: March 17, 1993

Subject: Meeting with Hughes on Russian launch

I met today with Rick Masoni and Mike Newman regarding the

Russian launch situation; Phil Rubin also was in the meeting.

The following key points emerged:

• Hughes would like to explore Proton launches and would like

to work directly with the Russians.

• Hughes intends to ask the Department of Commerce for
permission to exchange technical information on generic

HS-601 satellites without reference to PanAmSat. I
explained that PanAmSat was not in a position to ask for

such permission for its satellites.

• Hughes has considerable flexibility in satellite
construction and test to accommodate either Ariane or Proton

and does not consider it to be a big deal. This clearly

would extend to several months beyond the June date that (I
believe) is currently in the contract. Given their desire

to work with the Russians, I got the feeling we could
negotiate an extension for some months at not much, if any,
cost.

The question remains as to how long it would take to

negotiate a contract and get U.S. government approval once we

begin, what cancellation penalties we would be exposed to with

Ariane, etc.

Page 1 of 1



Clay Whitehead Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone 703-847-8787 Fax 703-847-8804

FACSIMILE MEMORANDUM
//To: Rene Anselmo, Fred Landman

CC: /Henry Goldberg, Henny Wright, Phil Rubin

Fax: 1-203-622-9163

From: Clay T. Whitehead ---------

Date: March 16, 1993

Subject: Meeting with Hughes on Russian launch

I met today with Rick Masoni and Mike Newman regarding the
Russian launch situation; Phil Rubin also was in the meeting.
The following key points emerged:

• Hughes would like to explore Proton launches and would like
to work directly with the Russians.

• Hughes intends to ask the Department of Commerce for
permission to exchange technical information on generic
HS-601 satellites without reference to PanAmSat. I
explained that PanAmSat was not in a position to ask for
such permission for its satellites.

• Hughes has considerable flexibility in satellite
construction and test to accommodate either Ariane or Proton
and does not consider it to be a big deal. This clearly
would extend to several months beyond the June date that (I
believe) is currently in the contract. Given their desire
to work with the Russians, I got the feeling we could
negotiate an extension for some months at not much, if any,
cost.

The question remains as to how long it would take to
negotiate a contract and get U.S. government approval once we
begin, what cancellation penalties we would be exposed to with
Ariane, etc.

Page 1 of 1



Clay Whitehead Associates

MEMORANDUM

To: Rene Anselmo, Fred Landman

From: Clay T. Whitehead

/ Henry Goldberg, lienny Wright, 4hil Rubin

Date: March 12, 1993

Subject: Proton launch

We had two good days of meetings in Moscow on the Proton
launch. I set forth two major areas for discussion:

1. Is NPO Energia the right organization for us to deal with in
Russia? Can we be assured that they have the support of the
government and Krunichev? Can we be confident that they can
deliver the launches on schedule?

2. Will NPO Energia and the Russian government work with us to
secure approval from the U.S. government by the Hughes' June
deadline?

In general, I was pleased with their attitude and their
responses in both areas. NPO Energia clearly is a no-nonsense,

tightly-run operation. The meetings were led on their side by

Dr. Yuri Semenov, the head of NPO Energia.

NPO Energia asked for a Letter of Intent that they could use

within Russia and Kazakhstan to help them coordinate the with
organizations that will be involved. We agreed on the attached

letter, which Semenov and I signed and agreed to keep the matter
confidential until mutually agreed otherwise.

I have attached the following:

• Names and titles of people in the meetings.

• Summary of the key points that were discussed.

• List of action items required to meet June deadline.

• Summary of pros and cons.

Based on these meetings, I believe the Proton launch option

should be explored further. However, as we have discussed, it is

not sensible to launch the full-court press necessary to get

government approval if that will trigger intense opposition from
Arianespace. Since it will take Hughes some while to pursue the



technical compatibility issues, one possibility is to table the
issue until May if Hughes will give us the flexibility in
schedule and cost to pursue the matter then. Or we may want to
pursue the discussion with Arianespace that you and Rene
suggested or some other option. I will let you know on Wednesday
the results of my discussion with Hughes on Tuesday.



Key Points in Meetings with NPO Energia
February 26 - March 1, 1993

Russia plans to create in a month or so a new organization

in the form of a "joint stock company" to coordinate their space

operations; this company will be owned by NPO Energia, Krunichev,

the Russian Space Agency, and maybe the Russian military which

runs the launch facilities at Baikonur. NPO Energia currently

has and will continue to have in this new structure the

responsibility for all manned space missions and all

geosynchronous launches.

I said we would need assurances that the government

supported our dealing through NPO Energia in this arrangement,

rather than through Lockheed; a few hours later, a

representative of the Prime Minister arrived to give just that

assurance. He also emphasized that the government would help

assure that everything worked well. The number-two man at

Krunichev attended the meetings and endorsed NPO Energia as the

best organization for us to deal with.

NPO Energia builds the fourth stage of the Proton and

performs payload integration. The satellite is integrated with

the fourth stage at the NPO Energia facility at Baikonur (in

Kazakhstan) in a horizontal position; then the fourth stage is

mated with the lower stages (built by Krunichev) and moved to a

vertical position at the launch pad. Mission operations at

Baikonur have responsibility for the first phase of the launch (I

think through the operation of the third stage), at which point

control passes to the NPO Energia mission control center in

Kaliningrad (a Moscow suburb) through injection into

geosynchronous orbit and separation.

NPO Energia and Krunichev have a large inventory of launch

vehicles (about two-years worth at current launch rates) and

stated that our launch dates would present no problem.

I asked for a technical representative for Hughes to deal

with. They named Pavel Vorobiev, whom I met. His English is

limited, so Hughes will want to insist that they provide a good

English-speaking assistant for him. I will forward Vorobiev's

name and phone numbers to Phil Rubin and Mike Houte
rman.

Both NPO Energia and the representative of the Prime

Minister stated that they would deliver a contact for us in the

Kazakh government to address the address any concerns
 we might

have about their continued cooperation at Baik
onur.

I emphasized that we would insist that Hughes be satisfied

with the technology, operations, etc.
 in all respects and that we

would want Hughes and NPO Energia to wor
k together cooperatively

to perform between them everyth
ing necessary to execute a

successful launch. They were very supportive of this, noting



r•

that in Russia, the satellite builder has the final say on all
launch issues.

They understand the principle of the trade offset and the
need for it to get approval from Clinton. They volunteered that
they thought this might be on the order of 20% of the launch
price, and I said that probably was in the ballpark (or soccer
field). They also will take responsibility for interfacing with
the Russian Ministry of Communications.

I emphasized to Semenov and the Prime Minister's
representative that we would have to work together very
effectively as a team if we are to get approval from the Clinton
administration to proceed with these launches. They assured me
that they understood and agreed to do so. They said they would
see to it that the issue was raised by Yeltsin with Clinton at
their summit on April 4. It appeared to me that NPO Energia has
a lot of support from the government and that there is a close
working relationship between them.

We agreed on the attached tentative schedule of action items
that would be required to meet the June deadline. It is very
important that we begin promptly to figure out what kind of
specific offset proposal we want to make; that should include
approximate services and prices.
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Attendees at Meetings with NPO Energia
February 26 - March 1, 1993

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
(Top Dog)

Dr. Victor P. Legostayev

General Designer

NPO Energia
(Number Two man in NPO Energia)

Mr. Boris P. Artemov
Chief of Department

NPO Energia
(Head of U.S. trade)

Prof. Vadim G. Kravets
Deputy General Designer

NPO Energia
(Satellite design and construction)

Dr. Pavel M. Vorobiev

Head of Division

NPO Energia

Mr. Alexander V. Levedev

Deputy Director General

Krunichev Enterprise

(Deputy to Kisilev)

Mr. Vladimir Pvnuk
(Assistant to Prime Minister)



PRO:

Proton Launch Pros & Cons

• PAS saves $50-100 million on launches and insurance. The
variables are:

• How low a price the U.S. government will permit.
• The cost to PAS of the offset package.
• Hughes added costs.
• The timing of payments and Ariane finance costs.

• Greater flexibility in scheduling launch dates.

• Early access to the telecom markets of Russia and other CIS
states.

• PAS provides Clinton with an attractive, low-cost way of
assisting Russia without increasing the deficit, gaining his
knowledge and support for what PAS can do in the world.

CON:

• The political and economic conditions in Russia and
Kazakhstan may deteriorate to the point that the launches
cannot be carried out or the U.S. government withdraws its
approval. The cost and schedule delays of such an event
would have to be worked out with Hughes.

• We apparently cannot begin negotiation with NPO Energia
until after May 21 or we otherwise resolve matters with
Arianespace, and such a delay may make it infeasible to
conclude an agreement before we need to give a final
decision to Hughes. Hughes seems to want to do the Russian
launch, and we would have to see what we can work out with
them.
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Clay Whitehead Associates

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

Clay T. Whitehead

President March 10, 1993

Mr. Michael Houterman
Associate Division Manager
Hughes Space & Communications
Bldg. S64, MS A490
P.O. Box 92919
Los Angeles, California 90009

Dear Mike:

I met February 26 - March 1 in Russia with NPO Energia. The
number-two man from Krunichev Enterprise attended most of the
meetings. I also met with a representative of the Prime
Minister. My goal was to answer two sets of questions:

1. Is NPO Energia the right organization for us to deal with?
Can we be assured that they have the support of the
government and Krunichev? Can we be confident that they can
deliver the launches on schedule?

2. Will NPO Energia and the Russian government work with us to
secure approval from the U.S. government by Hughes' June
deadline for committing to a change in launch vehicle?

In general, I was pleased with their attitude and their
responses in both areas. NPO Energia clearly is a no-nonsense,
tightly-run operation. The meetings were led on their side by
Dr. Yuri Semenov, the head of NPO Energia, who I have met before.
Based on these meetings, I believe the Proton launch option is
worth exploring further.

Russia plans to create in the next month or so a new
organization in the form of a "joint stock company" to coordinate
their space operations; this company will be owned by NPO
Energia, Krunichev, the Russian Space Agency, maybe the Russian
military which runs the launch facilities at Baikonur and maybe
the government of Kazakhstan. NPO Energia currently has and will
continue to have in this new structure responsibility for
carrying out all manned space missions and all geosynchronous
launches. This was endorsed by the man from Krunichev and the
representative from the Prime Minister.

NPO Energia builds the fourth stage of the Proton and
performs payload integration. The satellite is integrated with
the fourth stage at the NPO Energia facility at Baikonur (in
Kazakhstan) in a horizontal position; then the fourth stage is
mated with the lower stages (built by Krunichev) and moved to a



vertical position at the launch pad. Mission operations at
Baikonur have responsibility for the first phase of the launch (I
think through the operation of the third stage), at which point
control passes to the NPO Energia mission control center in
Kaliningrad (a Moscow suburb) through injection into
geosynchronous orbit and separation.

NPO Energia and Krunichev have a large inventory of launch
vehicles and stated that our launch dates would present no
problem.

We reached an agreement to work together to study the
possibility of PanAmSat using the Proton for launch of PAS-3 and
PAS-4, including the granting of approval by the U.S. government.
The existence and terms of this agreement are confidential, and
it should not be mentioned without approval from PanAmSat.

I emphasized that we would insist that Hughes be satisfied
with the technology, operations, etc. in all respects and that we
would want Hughes and NPO Energia to work together cooperatively
to perform between them everything necessary to execute a
successful launch. They were very supportive of this, noting
that in Russia, the satellite builder has the final say on all
launch issues.

We agreed on a tentative schedule of action items that would
be required to meet the June deadline for modifying the
spacecraft for the Proton launch. The items affecting Hughes are
as follows:

• Establish communications between Hughes and NPO Energia on
technical issues by March 12.

• Hughes technical team makes first visit to NPO Energia in
Kaliningrad and Baikonur no later than April 12.

• PanAmSat and Hughes get approval from the U.S. government to
provide technical information on the satellites to NPO
Energia by April 30.

• Hughes and NPO Energia have further meetings as required.

I asked for a technical representative for Hughes to deal
with. They named Dr. Pavel Vorobiev (Vor-RAHB-iev), whom I met,
but not for long enough to form any impressions. His English
seems limited, so be sure you have a good translator when you
meet; I hope you have your own.



Dr. Pavel M. Vorobiev
Head of Division
NPO Energia
14170 Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA
Phone: 011-7095-516-4326
Fax: 011-7095-187-9877

I gave Dr. Vorobiev the attached two sheets of information

on the satellites based on what Phil Rubin told me I could give

them and asked him to send you whatever generic technical
information he thought you would want. I gave him your name, but

owe him your address and phone and fax numbers. If you want to
nominate someone else, let me know, but my hunch is that you and

he are at roughly equivalent organizational levels.

They have limited hard currency for travel expenses, but are
embarrassed to admit it, so you probably will find it easier to
meet with them in Russia than in El Segundo. The U.S. government
also might be more comfortable with that in the short run.

I would be happy to go over this in more detail in person or
on the phone.

Sincerely,

cc: Mr. Rene Anselmo
Mr. Fred Landman
Mr. Philip Rubin



SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

• PAS-3 and PAS-4 are model HS-601 satellites manufactured by Hughes Aircraft Company.

• Spacecraft dimensions:

Stowed width: 2.8 x 3.4 meters

Stowed height: 3.6 meters

• Spacecraft mass:

Delivered to geosynchronous transfer orbit: 1,725 kg, or more
Delivered directly to geosynchronous orbit: 2,850 kg

• Desired orbit:

Direct injection into geosynchronous orbit.

Inclination: 00

Spin of spacecraft around longitudinal axis: __5 rpm.

i
,,
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REQUIRED GROUND FACILITIES

• The spacecraft integration facility at the launch site must be controlled as follows:

• temperature: 20-25°C
• relative humidity: <55%
• cleanliness: Class 100,000

• All movements of the spacecraft must be in an environmentally-controlled enclosure, and conditioned air

must be available to the spacecraft once it is encapsulated in the fairing.

• Cranes are required in the integration area with suitable lifting capacity and control for the spacecraft and

support equipment.

• An RF link at C-band and Ku-band is required between the pad and the processing facility.

• Electrical power is required for ground support equipment at 60Hz, single phase, 115 VAC and 208 VAC,

up to 100 amps.

• A separate hazardous material facility for propellant loading is required.

a
,.
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COMMENTS:

As discussed. Give me a call and I will finalize the Pros &
Cons and anything else you think we should go over with Rene.

I will send the letter to Houterman unless you see a problem.



Clay Whitehead Associates

MEMORANDUM

To: Fred Landman

From: Clay T. Whitehead

CC: Rene Anselmo, Henry Goldberg, Henny Wright, Phil Rubin

Date: March 9, 1993

Subject: Proton launch

We had two good days of meetings in Moscow on the Proton

launch. I set forth two major areas for discussion:

1. Is NPO Energia the right organization for us to deal with in

Russia? Can we be assured that they have the support of the

government and Krunichev? Can we be confident that they can

deliver the launches on schedule?

2. Will NPO Energia and the Russian government work with us to

secure approval from the U.S. government by the Hughes' June

deadline?

In general, I was pleased with their attitude and their

responses in both areas. NPO Energia clearly is a no-nonsense,

tightly-run operation. The meetings were led on their side by

Dr. Yuri Semenov, the head of NPO Energia.

NPO Energia asked for a Letter of Intent that they could use

within Russia and Kazakhstan to help them focus the coordination

of their government and the other organizations that will be

involved. We agreed on the attached letter, which Semenov and I

signed. We also agreed to keep the matter confidential until

mutually agreed otherwise.

I have attached the following:

• Names and titles of people in the meetings.

• Summary of the key points that were discussed.

• List of action items required to meet June deadline.

• Summary of pros and cons.

Based on these meetings, I believe the Proton launch option

is worth exploring further. However, before we proceed too much

further, Henry and I think that Rene should decide if he is

willing to contemplate seriously a Proton launch and to launch

the full-court press necessary to get government approval.

I suggest that I come to Greenwich on Monday so you and I

can spend some time on this and then go over it with Rene.
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Attendees at Meetings with NPO Energia
February 26 - March 1, 1993

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov

General Director and General Designer

NPO Energia
(Top Dog)

Dr. Victor P. Legostayev
General Designer
NPO Energia
(Number Two man in NPO Energia)

Mr. Boris P. Artemov
Chief of Department
NPO Energia
(Head of U.S. trade)

Prof. Vadim G. Kravets
Deputy General Designer
NPO Energia
(Satellite design and construction)

Dr. Pavel M. Vorobiev
Head of Division
NPO Energia

Mr. Alexander V. Levedev
Deputy Director General
Krunichev Enterprise
(Deputy to Kisilev)

Mr. Vladimir Pvnuk
(Assistant to Prime Minister)



Key Points in Meetings with NPO Energia
February 26 - March 1, 1993

Russia plans to create in a month or so a new organization

in the form of a "joint stock company" to coordinate their 
space

operations; this company will be owned by NPO Energia, Krunichev,

the Russian Space Agency, and maybe the Russian military whi
ch

runs the launch facilities at Baikonur. NPO Energia currently

has and will continue to have in this new structure the

responsibility for all manned space missions and all

geosynchronous launches.

I said we would need assurances that the government

supported our dealing through NPO Energia in this arrangement,

rather than through Lockheed; a few hours later, a

representative of the Prime Minister arrived to give just that

assurance. He also emphasized that the government would help

assure that everything worked well. The number-two man at

Krunichev attended the meetings and endorsed NPO Energia as the

best organization for us to deal with.

NPO Energia builds the fourth stage of the Proton and

performs payload integration. The satellite is integrated with

the fourth stage at the NPO Energia facility at Baikonur (
in

Kazakhstan) in a horizontal position; then the fourth stage is

mated with the lower stages (built by Krunichev) and moved to a

vertical position at the launch pad. Mission operations at

Baikonur have responsibility for the first phase of the launch (I

think through the operation of the third stage), at which point

control passes to the NPO Energia mission control center in

Kaliningrad (a Moscow suburb) through injection into

geosynchronous orbit and separation.

NPO Energia and Krunichev have a large inventory of launch

vehicles (about two-years worth at current launch rates) and

stated that our launch dates would present no problem.

I asked for a technical representative for Hughes to deal

with. They named Pavel Vorobiev, whom I met. His English is

limited, so Hughes will want to insist that they provide a good

English-speaking assistant for him. I will forward Vorobiev's

name and phone numbers to Phil Rubin and Mike Houterma
n.

Both NPO Energia and the representative of the Prime

Minister stated that they would deliver a contact for us in the

Kazakh government to address the address any concerns we
 might

have about their continued cooperation at Baikonur.

I emphasized that we would insist that Hughes be satisfied

with the technology, operations, etc. in all respects and that we

would want Hughes and NPO Energia to work together cooperatively

to perform between them everything necessary to execute a

successful launch. They were very supportive of this, noting



that in Russia, the satellite builder has the final say on all
launch issues.

They understand the principle of the trade offset and the
need for it to get approval from Clinton. They volunteered that
they thought this might be on the order of 20% of the launch
price, and I said that probably was in the ballpark (or soccer
field). They also will take responsibility for interfacing with
the Russian Ministry of Communications.

I emphasized to Semenov and the Prime Minister's
representative that we would have to work together very
effectively as a team if we are to get approval from the Clinton
administration to proceed with these launches. They assured me
that they understood and agreed to do so. They said they would
see to it that the issue was raised by Yeltsin with Clinton at
their summit on April 4. It appeared to me that NPO Energia has
a lot of support from the government and that there is a close
working relationship between them.

We agreed on the attached tentative schedule of action items
that would be required to meet the June deadline. It is very
important that we begin promptly to figure out what kind of
specific offset proposal we want to make; that should include
approximate services and prices.



PAS PROTON PROS (& Con)

FROS

• PAS saves money on the second and third launches—from $40-80 million
total, depending on how low a price the U.S. will consider "on par," the
cost to PAS of a communications offset package to be included, and the
effective cost, including financing, of PAS's Ariane alternative.

• PAS has the ability to schedule these launches whenever it desires, rather
than be dependent on Ariane's timing.

C
• PAS gains access to the Russiayelecom market, because of the

communications offset package that would be an integral part of the
launch deal.

• PAS provides Clinton with tangible assistance he can offer Yeltsin, thus
gaining the new Administration's knowledge and support of PAS.

CON

• It is not knowable3,rt6w or until the launches occur, whether the political
situation in Ru 1a and Kazahkstan will remain stable enough that
contracts wliVbe honored. A lesser risk is whether changes in the political
situation in the region could change any permission the U.S. government
were to provide now.

30d 2834 3T6V63t7303:ON la NE.In*S37(109*Ca3Ea709:G1 92:0T £6,-0T-eAUW
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Alma-Ata Journal

Rushing to Kazakhstan, With a Gleam in the Eye
By STEVEN ERLANGER

Special to The New York Times

ALMA-ATA, Kazakhstan — Like
any potential gold mine, Kazakhstan
has attracted its share of sophisticat-
ed homesteaders, trying to put down
stakes for a potentially lavish future.
Frans A. Hoeymans arrived here

two years ago, scouting around for
A.T.&T.'s Network Systems Interna-
tional, which is based in the Nether-
lands. "No foreigner was here then,
and nobody could help me, even to
figure out the taxis," he said. "But I•
thought it could be a great business,
and I convinced the company. The fun
is to set it up from nothing."
Now he has a decent office and 12

technicians and is setting up a train-
ing institute. He has bought a Jeep to:
drive into the exquisite mountainous
countryside and is building a house;i
his family arrives soon.
"I've lived all over," he said. "I

knew the palm trees and the beautiful'
hotels. But we've made a tot of mar-
ket surveys, and I'm convinced Ka-
zakhstan is potentially one of the rich-
est countries in the world."
A million square miles in size;

stretching from China to the Caspian
Sea, Kazakhstan has some of the
largest unexplored oil, gas and min-
eral deposits on earth.

Striking Gold Early

By getting here early, Mr. Hoey-
mans has struck early gold for
A.T.&T., signing a 10-year, $500 mil-
lion contract last March to provide a
new domestic and international tele-
phone switching system for the rich-
est 40 percent of the country. It in-
cludes both the capital, Alma-Ata,
and the area by the Caspian Sea that
will house the Chevron Corporation's
40-year, $20 billion joint venture to
exploit the huge Tengiz oilfield.
But he must persuade each of his

nine regions to come up with the
money for their share of the neces-
sary equipment, so he travels a lot,
meeting regional bosses.
Alcatel SEL, the former East Ger-

man subsidiary of the French tele-
phone company, has another 40 per-
cent of the phone business, obtained
with the help of a special German
export subsidy for formerly East
German companies.
Mr. Hoeymans is happy with the

competition, but he is also looking
ahead, to a future contract to install
fiber-optic cables to hook Kazakhstan
more securely into the international
phone system. "If we get that con-
tract, even sharing it with competi-
tors, it could be hundreds of millions
of dollars," he said.

His biggest concerns are political
stability and his personal safety, as
the crime rate grows along with infla-
tion. One morning he woke at 2 to
discover armed men around his
building. and not for the first time, so
he moved to another apartment. He

'Otto Pohi io Th ew York Times

Customers crowding Shaggie's, a Korean fast food restaurant attached to the Hotel Kazakhstan in Alma-
Ata. Foreigners are flocking to Kazakhstan to stake claims in a potential commercial bonanza.
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Alma-Ata is the center of a "gold
rush" in former Soviet areas,

has been mugged twice. But he
shrugs off these small complications,
as he does the other intricacies of
doing business here.
Asked about bribes, for instance, he

compared the situation with that in
Indonesia. "As in Indonesia, everyone
must be pleased," he said carefully.
But there's a system, and its clear.

Here they're just developing ii, and

everyone needs money and wants it."
Another Western businessman,

who spoke on condition of anonymity,
said the current joke asked the defini-
tion of a Kazakh joint venture. "You
give me your watch," the joke runs,
"and I'll tell you the time."
BASF, the huge German multina-

tional with expertise in energy, chem-
icals, plastics, pharmaceuticals, her-
bicides and much else, has an office
in the same building as AT&T. Its
general director, Bernhard Buch-
wald, came here "with five suitcases,
that's it," he said cheerfully.
He is looking for business, concen-

trating on agriculture, energy, phar-
maceuticals and light industry, in
that order. "It's enough for now," he
said. "At least we've found the right
people to talk to." With a paucity of
hard currency until oil and gas reve-
nues start flowing in, "unfortunately
a lot of business happens through
barter and joint ventures."
He has already signed two proto-

cols for decent contracts and is work-
ing for good will, donating 1.5 tons of
vitamins, cough syrup and other
drugs to a children's charity headed
by the wife of President Nursultan A.
Naz;trbayev.
"We have it harder than A.T.1411..,-

Mr. nuchwald said. -For us, 'mor-
row it could be 1(10 or zero."

()till'!" foreigners here have smaller
ph ms. Lee Kyong j u. is the president
77-•

of Grapro Kora! International Com-
pany, which opened in July as a. joint
venture with the Kazakhstan Sewing
Factory. He has invested about $1
million in a retail store and attached
sewing workshop, which employs 170
people making 150 garments a day,
ranging from attractive parkas to
stylish casual clothing. These are sold
in a modern, Western-looking store.

He came here because "politically
it's much. more stable than Moscow"
and the labor is cheaper than in Ko-
rea. He hopes to sell to the entire
former Soviet Union while exporting
half of his production to the European
Corn munity.

Another Korean joint venture is a
fast-food restaurant called Shaggie's,
attached to the Hotel Kazakhstan.
Open for 18 months, it has average
daily sales of 500,000 rubles a day
(about $900), including 1,500 burgers :
at 105 rubles (19 cents) each.

Its manager, Oksana Saricheva, is
"almost 20," and studied in Korea for
three months. "Since there is no other
place like it in town, it's almost al-
ways packed," she said. "My parents
feel sorry for me. I have to work so
much."

Keeping up Korean standards is
hard here, she said wistfully. "One
day I want to open my own restau-
rant, where everything is always
available."
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Mr. Michael Houterman
Space & Communications Group
Hughes Aircraft Company

Dear Mike:

I met February 26 - March 1 in Russia with NPO Energia. The
number-two man from Krunichev Enterprise attended most of the
meetings. I also met with a representative of the Prime
Minister. My goal was to answer two sets of questions:

1. Is NPO Energia the right organization for us to deal with?
Can we be assured that they have the support of the
government and Krunichev? Can we be confident that they can
deliver the launches on schedule?

2. Will NPO Energia and the Russian government work with us to
secure approval from the U.S. government by Hughes' June
deadline for committing to a change in launch vehicle?

In general, I was pleased with their attitude and their
responses in both areas. NPO Energia clearly is a no-nonsense,
tightly-run operation. The meetings were led on their side by
Dr. Yuri Semenov, the head of NPO Energia, who I have met before.
Based on these meetings, I believe the Proton launch option is
worth exploring further.

Russia plans to create in the next month or so a new
organization in the form of a "joint stock company" to coordinate
their space operations; this company will be owned by NPO
Energia, Krunichev, the Russian Space Agency, maybe the Russian
military which runs the launch facilities at Baikonur and maybe

the government of Kazakhstan. NPO Energia currently has and will
continue to have in this new structure responsibility for
carrying out all manned space missions and all geosynchronous
launches. This was endorsed by the man from Krunichev and the
representative from the Prime Minister.

NPO Energia builds the fourth stage of the Proton and
performs payload integration. The satellite is integrated with

the fourth stage at the NPO Energia facility at Baikonur (in
Kazakhstan) in a horizontal position; then the fourth stage is

mated with the lower stages (built by Krunichev) and moved to a
vertical position at the launch pad. Mission operations at
Baikonur have responsibility for the first phase of the launch (I



think through the operation of the third stage), at which point
control passes to the NPO Energia mission control center in
Kaliningrad (a Moscow suburb) through injection into
geosynchronous orbit and separation.

NPO Energia and Krunichev have a large inventory of launch
vehicles and stated that our launch dates would present no
problem.

We reached an agreement to work together to study the
possibility of PanAmSat using the Proton for launch of PAS-3 and
PAS-4, including the granting of approval by the U.S. government.
The existence and terms of this agreement are confidential, and
it should not be mentioned without approval from PanAmSat.

I emphasized that we would insist that Hughes be satisfied
with the technology, operations, etc. in all respects and that we
would want Hughes and NPO Energia to work together cooperatively
to perform between them everything necessary to execute a
successful launch. They were very supportive of this, noting
that in Russia, the satellite builder has the final say on all
launch issues.

We agreed on a tentative schedule of action items that would
be required to meet the June deadline for modifying the
spacecraft for the Proton launch. The items affecting Hughes are
as follows:

• Establish communications between Hughes and NPO Energia on
technical issues by March 12.

• Hughes technical team makes first visit to NPO Energia in
Kaliningrad and Baikonur no later than April 12.

• PanAmSat and Hughes get approval from the U.S. government to
provide technical information on the satellites to NPO
Energia by April 30.

• Hughes and NPO Energia have further meetings as required.

I asked for a technical representative for Hughes to deal
with. They named Dr. Pavel Vorobiev (Vor-RAHB-iev), whom I met,
but not for long enough to form any impressions. His English
seems limited, so be sure you have a good translator when you
meet; I hope you have your own.

Dr. Pavel M. Vorobiev
Head of Division
NPO Energia
14170 Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA
Phone: 011-7095-516-4326
Fax: 011-7095-187-9877



I gave Dr. Vorobiev the attached two sheets of information
on the satellites based on what Phil Rubin told me I could give
them and asked him to send you whatever generic technical
information he thought you would want. I gave him your name, but
owe him your address and phone and fax numbers. If you want to
nominate someone else, let me know, but my hunch is that you and
he are at roughly equivalent organizational levels.

They have limited hard currency for travel expenses, but are
embarrassed to admit it, so you probably will find it easier to
meet with them in Russia than in El Segundo. The U.S. government
also might be more comfortable with that in the short run.

I would be happy to go over this in more detail in person or
on the phone.

CC: Mr. Rene Anselmo

Mr. Fred Landman
Mr. Philip Rubin

Sincerely,



SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

• PAS-3 and PAS-4 are model HS-601 satellites manufactured by Hughes Aircraft Company.

• Spacecraft dimensions:

Stowed width: 2.8 x 3.4 meters

Stowed height: 3.6 meters

• Spacecraft mass:

Delivered to geosynchronous transfer orbit: 1,725 kg, or more
Delivered directly to geosynchronous orbit: 2,850 kg

• Desired orbit:

Direct injection into geosynchronous orbit.

Inclination: 00

Spin of spacecraft around longitudinal axis: 5 rpm.



REQUIRED GROUND FACILITIES

• The spacecraft integration facility at the launch site must be controlled as follows:

• temperature: 20-25°C
• relative humidity: <55%
• cleanliness: Class 100,000

• All movements of the spacecraft must be in an environmentally-controlled enclosure, and conditioned air

must be available to the spacecraft once it is encapsulated in the fairing.

• Cranes are required in the integration area with suitable lifting capacity and control for the spacecraft and
support equipment.

• An RF link at C-band and Ku-band is required between the pad and the processing facility.

• Electrical power is required for ground support equipment at 60Hz, single phase, 115 VAC and 208 VAC,

up to 100 amps.

• A separate hazardous material facility for propellant loading is required.
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reviewed our "letter of intent" and on behalf of the thethe

Russian government agreed tnat the stfategy was souild arid ti- ey would

carry this to Yeltsin in time for the summit. Mr. Pvnuk is a friend of the harcniners

and has served in a government capacity for some time.

d) I am comfortable that NPO Energia is not gbidin9" or 
tk:i:xing PanArn6at

itself. This was my major worry and they resporicl9d wt 'n a g3i.-id di)onstrat;ori

of their capability to bring together the nasary ditte!'ortt 
rv!'gzntions.

e) There was some cultural confusion—they carliyJt sign .s_;ophistic,ated

American document like the proposec MOU WiThOtit reviemrig i! very oaretuii,I,

and we don't have the time for that.

The simple Letter of Intent, or Protocol as they reter to the document, will

Yuri Semenov to lobby the Russian government and of course ft does not

commit PanAmSat to a Proton launch.

F. There is some concern among the Russecis that PariArp'S11-_, s..rot.912

produce a situation that causes trie Frenci-1 io have TO Ir.PNti; p;c to

PanAmSat. The Russians don't want to be used as pawns irt

game by PanAmSat. On the plus side, they are quite imp;c:zeci b,/ ME trade

offset opportunities. It is my suggeslic)ri that if PariAmSat does 'nova forwaid

with lobbying, you must keep NPO Energia informed. tnus giving the

confidence in the seriousness of your intontions. The riussians involved

don'twant to call in favors and political chits or.iy to have PanAmSat no even

try.

I think we got out of this meeting 
what we hoped or and now norA1 to beoin cliPpann:1

the briefings to the U.S. 
government. Please note a s7rzi.ii sto; y 3'. ti.e fi- rit page ct

today's Wall St. Journal which states that ‘Chnion may s:gnal a Ari!iingnes to

purchase Russian space technology" during his 
m3etincf witn Yc:tsin.



TEL t'Io 70--; 47:3 7281 Mar 11:07 .03

Plan for the CooperaVve ftIiois
of NPO Energia and niliotSdt

regarding the Satellite Lduinli Projet,t
with the Use of the Proton Launch lieniLit?

As the result of the negotiatio:i.:3 which tcok. pi.at. .' .?.t. NPO E:leigi4t,
Kaliningrad, Moscow Region on Fcfbr,tary 26 - Yarch 1 t.h,.:;
agreed on the following plan for the': c:.x.;i:,,fative
period ending June 1, 1993:

1. Sn1ng of  Letter of Intentions Tvi-orcn. 1. a-)9:.3______—___
2. Appoint persons responsible for The pfokrt's

technical realization from NPO Energia and
Hughes  builder  ik..inrch

.-3anArnSat sends NPO E.rigia information to
brief the President of Russia for the April 4
residential summit ther-:..1P1-- March 9

4. NPO Energia organizes support for this
project by means mof conducting eetings in
the Supreme Soviet, Russian Crovel;r,7,-nen't., an::. :V;3.:f...h 10
Russian Ministry of Telecommurtications -_ .4j-frti 4

Th. NPO t nergia meets with and—cies-li-,7e-fs thri— 
information to to the President of .Rusiia . clIT-,-,tiph A7)1-1 ?

6. NPO t nergia gets the go-alleaZir from the —
President of Russia

7. IanWriS—'at 'meets re—p-res-e -r --- ---t

Kazal(hstan and the Russian ,.".linist:.1-,.;,. of
Telecommunicat ions TDA......_

....8.Irl2f.....2.12.SIential summit takes ':e

9. PanAmSat gets perrnission-TrETT -4---kal4 ' 1 ia:''..
Department of State to bring tih sateilitt:, into
the territory of Russia and F.a2,..- iiji .c.,1: ail an kr_l to
exchange information _ Mav 1

iOT Hughes specialists arrive to NP'..) En.t.-I.gia-t : a
technical rne_et.'sg. ,..,.:.., ...,_........................ ........_....._......

7.17. —MO Energia and Pan--- L''ci:iFsigi-i iThc.--- ----
Memorandum  of Under.3tandiq .______.........._......

12. The US Governmen',. ao.orz)ves

13. Si r_zji_l_n _of the contract

Final decision p_n_t_ts_p_1:215s.L.

Nfi '

j 4. 7
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DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN

NPO ENERGIA AND PANAMSAT

February 1993
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KEY ELEMENTS OF ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN NPO ENERGIA AND PANAMSAT 

• PanAmSat wishes to reserve Proton launches for two HS-601 satellites being manufactured by
Hughes Aircraft Company as follows:

• PAS-3 to be launched in January or February, 1995.

• PAS-4 to be launched in March or April, 1995.

• PanAmSat wishes to deal with NPO Energia to obtain these launches.

• PanAmSat wishes NPO Energia to work directly and cooperatively with Hughes to provide all hardware,
software, facilities and services necessary for successful launches of the satellites.

• PanAmSat and NPO Energia must work cooperatively with one another and with their governments to
obtain all necessary approvals for these launches by June, 1993, in order for Hughes to be able tailor the
spacecraft for the Proton launch.

• The biggest obstacle to concluding an agreement between NPO Energia and PanAmSat is the granting of
approvals by the U.S. government.



STRATEGY FOR OBTAINING APPROVALS FROM THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

• The Clinton Administration is not likely to approve Russian launches on a policy basis anytime soon. To
gain the needed approvals, the following policy goals of the new Administration must be recognized:

• Protect the U.S. launch vehicle industry.
• Prevent the release of defense-sensitive technology.
• Assure Russian compliance with the Missile Control Test Regime.
• Promote economic growth and political stability in Russia and other CIS Republics.
• Promote exports of U.S. technology goods and services.

• Arrangements between NPO Energia and PanAmSat should include the following elements:

• Approval will be sought for a waiver of Administration policy to permit these two launches based on
unique benefits of the broader arrangement.

• NPO Energia and/or government agencies or companies in Russia, Kazakhstan and other Republics
will purchase from PanAmSat and U.S. equipment manufacturers specified transponder capacity and
telecom ground facilities. This will provide a bilateral trade arrangement, satisfying the Clinton goal
of promoting high-tech exports, and the facilities will promote the desired economic development and
political stability in the Republics.

• PanAmSat will pay a fair market price for the Proton launches. It will sell the transponder capacity
at favorable rates and will assist in obtaining the ground facilities at favorable prices. This will
provide Russia and the Republics the hard currency to trade with the U.S.

• NPO Energia must assure that President Yeltsin promotes to President Clinton the urgency and the
positive benefits of the arrangement for both the U.S. and the Republics.



SUGGESTED TIMETABLE

• March, 1993 Signing of formal MOU between NPO Energia and PanAmSat

• April, 1993(?) When President Yeltsin meets with President Clinton, he must make this arrangement
a top priority based on the need for economic development and political stability in
Russia and other CIS Republics and on trade benefits for both countries.

• April, 1993 Begin technical coordination between NPO Energia and Hughes Aircraft Company as
soon as permitted by U.S. government.

• May, 1993 PanAmSat and U.S. manufacturers are brought together with organizations in Russia,
Kazakhstan and other Republics to establish contractual agreements.

• June, 1993 Clinton gives approval and agreements are finalized.



t
SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

• PAS-3 and PAS-4 are model HS-601 satellites manufactured by Hughes Aircraft Company.

• Spacecraft dimensions:

Stowed width: 2.8 x 3.4 meters

Stowed height: 3.6 meters

• Spacecraft mass:

Delivered to geosynchronous transfer orbit: 1,725 kg, or more
Delivered directly to geosynchronous orbit: 2,850 kg

• Desired orbit:

Direct injection into geosynchronous orbit.

Inclination: 00

Spin of spacecraft around longitudinal axis: ..5 rpm.



REQUIRED GROUND FACILITIES

• The spacecraft integration facility at the launch site must be controlled as follows:

• temperature: 20-25°C
• relative humidity: <55%
• cleanliness: Class 100,000

• All movements of the spacecraft must be in an environmentally-controlled enclosure, and conditioned air
must be available to the spacecraft once it is encapsulated in the fairing.

• Cranes are required in the integration area with suitable lifting capacity and control for the spacecraft and
support equipment.

• An RF link at C-band and Ku-band is required between the pad and the processing facility.

• Electrical power is required for ground support equipment at 60Hz, single phase, 115 VAC and 208 VAC,
up to 100 amps.

• A separate hazardous material facility for propellant loading is required.

f

\



POSSIBLE TELECOM NETWORKS USING PAS-4

• Telecommunications network:

• 440 two-way 9.6 kbs carriers using 27 MHz of C-band capacity on PAS-4.

• Satellite to be located at 68°or 72° East Longitude covering Russia and other CIS Republics.

• A master control and switching earth station with capacity for 80 two-way voice or data circuits.

• 100 smaller earth stations with capacities of 8 - 24 two-way voice or data circuits.

• Television broadcast facilities:

• Five 5 Mbps C-band digital television carriers using 27 MHz of C-band capacity on PAS-4.

• A fully redundant two-way C-band earth station with capability for five digital television carriers.

• Digital compression technology for five 5 Mbps television channels.

• 100 receivers for reception of digital satellite television channels collocated with the above
telecommunications earth stations.

V
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") is entered into this

  day of February, 1993, by and between PanAmSat, L.P.

("PanAmSat"), a limited partnership organized under the laws of the

State of Delaware, U.S.A., and NPO Energia, a  

organized under the laws of  . The parties agree

as follows:

1. Scope of the Memorandum. This MOU reflects certain

understandings between PanAmSat and NPO Energia concerning:

(a) the provision by NPO Energia of launch services; and (b) the

provision by PanAmSat of communications services, all as more fully

set forth below.

2. Launch Services to be Provided by NPO Energia. PanAmSat

has agreed to purchase three new HS-601 communications satellites

that Hughes Aircraft Company ("Hughes") will construct. The second

and third of these satellites (the "Satellites") are presently

scheduled to be launched in the first and second quarters of 1995.

PanAmSat has entered into a launch services agreement with

Arianespace for the Satellites, subject to various conditions. In

the event that the Satellites are not launched by Arianespace, then

NPO Energia will make launch services (the "Launch Services")

available to PanAmSat by which the Satellites could be launched

using a Proton launch vehicle. The Launch Services would include

acquiring the launch vehicle hardware; working with Hughes to

integrate the Satellite payloads and the launch vehicles;

-
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coordinating the launch and tracking facilities; and providing such

other services as necessary to launch the Satellites into

geosynchronous orbit. The price for the Launch Services shall be

determined by the parties in the course of their further

negotiations.

3. Communications Services to be Provided by PanAmSat. In

the event that NPO Energia provides the Launch Services, then

PanAmSat shall provide to NPO Energia or its designee, and NPO

Energia or its designee shall acquire from PanAmSat, the

communications services (the "Communications Services") that are

described below. The parties acknowledge and agree that, subject

to applicable law, the circuits provided in connection with the

Communications Services may be interconnected with the public

switched network, and further acknowledge that it is contemplated

that these circuits will be used in whole or in part by the

governments of territories that formerly were part of the USSR,

including use of the circuits as part of the public

telecommunications networks of such territories.

The Communications Services shall consist of voice, video and

data satellite network services, and shall be provided for a term

that is expected to be at least 10 years. The price for the

Communications Services shall be commensurate with their nature and

scope, and shall be determined by the parties in the course of

their further negotiations.

4. Approvals. The parties acknowledge that NPO Energia's

ability to provide, and PanAmSat's ability to use, the Launch

Services are subject to certain governmental approvals and consents
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(the "Approvals") that must be issued by the U.S. government and

the governments of Russia and other territories that formerly were

part of the USSR, and the parties agree to abide by the terms and

conditions of such Approvals. The parties shall cooperate with one

another in obtaining the Approvals, and NPO Energia also shall

assist PanAmSat in obtaining such approvals as are necessary in

order for PanAmSat to provide satellite telecommunications services

within areas formerly part of the USSR and between such areas and

other countries and territories.

5. Confidentiality. Neither PanAmSat nor NPO Energia shall

disclose to any third party, without the written consent of the

other party hereto: (a) the existence or terms and conditions of

this MOU; or (b) any information that PanAmSat and NPO Energia

provide to one another and that is identified, either orally or in

writing, as proprietary.

6. Assignment. Neither PanAmSat nor NPO Energia shall

assign or delegate this MOU to a third party without the consent in

writing of the other party hereto, except that PanAmSat may assign

or delegate this MOU to an entity that is controlled in common with

PanAmSat.

7. Term. This MOU shall be effective upon execution, and if

not terminated sooner shall terminate on December 31, 1993. Either

party may terminate this MOU at any time by providing written

notice to the other, and upon such termination neither party shall

have any further obligation to the other.

8. Further Negotiations. PanAmSat and NPO Energia agree to

negotiate in good faith concerning the terms and conditions that
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will govern the provision by NPO Energia of the Launch Services and

the provision by PanAmSat of the Communications Services. The

understandings that are set forth in this MOU are contingent upon

PanAmSat and NPO Energia entering into a mutually satisfactory

definitive agreement concerning such terms and conditions.

9. Miscellaneous. This MOU constitutes the entire agreement

of the parties with respect to the subject matter set forth herein.

The official language of this MOU is English, and any dispute

concerning the meaning of this MOU shall rely on the official

English language version. This MOU shall not be deemed to prevent

PanAmSat from negotiating with other launch vehicle service

providers concerning launch services for one or more of the

Satellites.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Memorandum of Understanding has been

executed by the parties on the date first above written.

PANAMSAT, L.P. NPO ENERGIA

By:   By:  

Title:   Title:  



Clay Whitehead Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone 703-847-8787 Fax 703-847-8804

FACSIMIL MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Reverge Anselmo

Fax: 011-331-4007-8040

From: Clay T. Whitehead

Date: February 22, 1993

Subject: Russia/Ukraine

Rene tells me you are meeting with officials from Ukraine
and asked me to see if we could coordinate your meetings and my
trip to Moscow.

I currently am planning to arrive Moscow Thursday,
February 25 and to leave there on Tuesday, March 2. Let me know
what you are up to and how we might coordinate either trips or
ideas.

Page 1 of 1
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coordinating the launch and tracking facilities; and ploviding su

other services as necessary to launch the Satellites into

geosynchronous orbit. The price for the Launch services shall be

determined by the parties in the course of their further

negotiations.

3. Communications Services_to be Provided_ by_PanAmSat.

the event that NPO Energia provides the Launch Services, he

PanAmSat shall provide to NPO Energia or its deignee, and NiL.0

Energia or its designee shall acquire from PanAmSat, the

communications services (the "Communications Services") that are

described below. The parties acknowledqe and agree that, subject

to applicable law, the circuits providud in connection with the

Communications Services may be interconnected with the public

switched network, and further acknowledcle that it is contemplated

that these circuits will be used in whole or in part by the

governments of territories that formrly we part of tnG

including use of the circuits as part of he public

telecommunications networks of such terri-ories.

The Communications Services shall consist of voice, video and

data satellite network services, and shall be provided for a teln

that is expected to be at least 10 years. The price for the

Communications Services shall be cc2n.mensurati= with their nature all,

scope, and shall be determined by the parties in the course of

their further negotiations.

4. Ammialg. The parties acknowledv! t NPO Energia's

ability to provide, and PanAmSat's ability to use, the Launzh

Services are subject to certain governmental approvals and consents

Tn
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(the "Approvals") that must
 be issued by the t)s. government and

the governments of Russia and
 other territories that formerly were

part of the USSR, and the parti
es agree to abide by tha terms and

conditions of such Approvals. The parties shall cooperate with onc:,

another in obtaining the Approvals, a
nd NPO Energia also shall

assist PanAmSat in obtaining such ap
pro-ials as are necessary in

order for PanAmSat to provide satell
ite telecommunicaticn,-;

within areas formerly part of the USS
R and betwann such areas =Lin&

other countries and territories.

5. Confidentiality. Neither PanAmSiat nor NPO Energia shdLI

disclose to any third party, without th
e written consent of the

other party hereto: (a) the existence or terms and conditions of

this MOU; or (b) any inform
ation that PanAmSat and NPO Energia

provide to one another and that 
is identified, either orally or lr

writing, as proprietary.

6. Assjgpment. Neither PanAmSat nor NPO Energia shall

assign or delegate this MOT; to a th
ird party without the consent

ii
writing of the other party hereto, ex

cept that PanAmSat may assig 

or delegate this 
MOLT to an entity that is controlled in common with

PanAmSat.

7. Term. This MOLT shall be effective upon execution, and if

not terminated soone
r shall terminate on December 31, .1 -2,. Either

party may terminate this MO
LT at any time by providing written

notice to the other, and upon
 such termination neither party

have any further obl
igation to the other.

8. Further Nectotiations. PanAmSat and NPO Energia agree

negotiate in good faith concerning th
e terms and conditions that
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w11. govern the provision by NPO Energia of the Launch Services and

the provision by PanAnSat of the Communications Services. The

understandings that are set forth in this MOU are contingent upon

PanAnSat and NPO Energia entering into a mutually satisfactory

definitive agreement concerning such terms and conditions.

9. MiscU.aneoUS. This MOLT constitutes the entire agrecnt

of the parties with respect to the subject matter set forth hero'

The official language of this MOU is English, and any dispute

concerning the meaning of this MOU shall rely on the official

English language version. This MOU shall not be deemed to prevent

PanAnSat from negotiating with other launch vehicle service

providers concerning launch services for one or more of the

Satellites.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Memorandum of Understanding has b'

executed by the parties on the date first above written.

PANAMSAT, L.P. NPO ENERGIA

By:   By:

Title: Title:
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renArnSat
ES Network: Technical Assumptions

• 27,MHz or PAS-4's CIS/Europe C-Band Beam.

• Typical thin-route telephony network.

Based on a Hughes TES DAMA telephone network. Full mesh network.

• Up to 100 local TES units.

• Antenna and HPA's sized to support 8 to 24 voice/data circuits.

• Voice channels use 9.6kbps voice compression.

• Medium traffic load; peak 440 simultaneous voice/data connections.

A•Pan mSat



2.4m/5W

Local TES 

TES Network via PAS-4

8 voice/data
circuits

6.1m/1 00W

TES Control Center

CENTRAL
TES

  128 voice/data
  circuits

C'ty TES 

24 voice/data
circuits

Control
Channel

1   Voice/Data
Circuits

OPanAmSat
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PanAm Sat
TES rietwork

Budgetary Equipment Costs

Item: Cost ($US) 

Local TES configured with a 2.4m/5V., $567,000

Outdoor Unit and 8 voice/data channel cards

(90 stations)

City TES configured with a 4.5m/71N

outdoor unit and 24 voice/data channel cards

(10 stations)

Moscow E/S configured with 6.1m/100'v'1

Outdoor Unit fully redundant

Moscow TES Indoor Equipment includinr

128 v(Pce/data channel cards

RF equipment required to integrate the

TES indoor to Outdoor ecuiprnent

TES Control Center and Signalling

Software at fiilnscow E/S

Tota!:

$2,540,000

$37-- i00

$870,000

$ 65 ,00C.

$219.000 

4586.000

ImIMMEr
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DRAFT -- 2/24/93.

MEMORANDUM 01' UNDERSTANDINp

This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") is entered into this

day of Febru,?ry, 1993, by and between PanAmSat, L.P.

(”panAmSat"1, a limited partnership organized under the laws of the

state of nelaware, U.S.A., and NPC) Energia,

organized under the laws of   The parties agree

follows:

1. Sco_pe of the Memoran5un. This MOU reflects certain

understandings between PanAmSat and NPO Energia concerning:

(a) the provision by NPO Energia of launch services; and (b) the

,vision by ParanSat of data and video network services, all as

,:cd::e fully set forth below.

Launch Syvice to  be Provided by_NEg_Engrai.4. PanAmsat

has agreed to Durchase three new FS-601 communications satellites

that Hughes Aircraft CompeAny ("Hughes") will construct. The second

and third of these satellites (the "Satellites") are presently

scheduled to be launched in the first and second quarters of 1995.

ranAmSat has entered into a launch services agreement with

Arianespace for the Satellites, subject to various conditions. In

the event that the Satellites are not launched by Arianespace, then

NPC, Energia will mak launch services (the "Launch Services")

available to PanAmSat by which the Satellites could be launched

1:srq a Proton laune-1 vehicle. The Launch Services would include

acquiring the launch vrlicle hardware; working with Hughes to

integra the Satellite payto and the launch vehicles;

- d7-1311 4;3100531T105 Wt102:Ti EG, VE Eid
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coordinating the launch and tracking facilities; and providing such

other services as necessary to launch the Satellites into

asynchronous orbit. The price for the Launch Services is set

forth in Exhibit A hereto.

3. pata and_ vidno Network Services to  provided

--,- ri7AmSat. In the event that NPO Energia provides the Launch

sr,--Jjces, then PanAmSat shall provide to NPO Energia or its

designne, and NPO Fnergia or its designee shall acquire from

PanAmSat, the communications services (the "Communications

Services") that are described below. The parties acknowledge and

agree that, subject to applicable law, the circuits provided in

connection with the Communications Services may be interconnected

with the public switched network, and further acknowledge that it

contemplated that these circuits will be used in whole or in

part by the governments. of territories that formerly were part of

the U7SR, including use of the circuits as part of the public

telecommunications networks of such territories.

The Communications Services shall be as follows: (a) data

network services consisting of 500 9.6 kbps C-band channels on one

of the Satellites, a hub earth station facility in Moscow, 100

remote earth t,,,tations, and associated facilities and services; and

(b) video network iervices consisting of five C-band digital video

channels cn ons of the Satellites, an earth station to be located

in Moscow, digital video equipment, and associated facilities and

services, all as wre fully set forth in Exhibit B hereto. The

term during which the Crmnunications Services is to be provided is

ktiOE:Ti E5 rE E3J
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t(Nn years, and the price for the Communications Services is as set

forth in Exhibit D.

4, Aprr7OVa1S, The parties acknowledge that NPO Energia's

1:7)lity to provide, and PanAnSat's ability to use, the Launch

Services are subject to certain governmental approvals and consents

(the "A131:,ravas") that must be issued by the U.S. government and

1.-fne=, r-ovrriments of Russia and other territories that formerly were

r,;irt of the USSR, and the parties agree to abide by the terms and

conditions of such Approvals. The parties shall cooperate with one

another in obtaining the Approvals, and NPO Energia also shall

assist YanAmSat in obtaining such approvals as are necessary in

order for PanAmSat to provide satellite telecommunications services

within areas formerly part of the USSR and between such areas and

other countries and territories.

c, cprIfintialitv. Neither PanAmSat nor NPO Energia shall

,4A7-71.1se to any third party, without the written consent of the

other party hereto: (a) the existence or terms and conditions of

this MOU; or (b) any information that PanAmSat and NPO Energia

provLde to one another and that is identified, either orally or in

writing, as proprietary.

6. Assignment. Neither PanAmSat nor NPO Energia shall

assign or delegate this MOU to a third party without the consent in

writing of the other party hereto, except that PanAmSat may assign

.5e1c,clatf; th MT tn an entity that is controlled in common with

PanAmSat.

7. Te“^. MOU shall be effective upon execution, and if

not terminated sooner shall terminate once both of the Satellites

T : IT ES , Ead



launched. PanAmSat may terminate this MOU at any time by

p.roviding written notice to NPO Energia, and upon such termination

nnitl%er party shall have any further obligation to the other.

8, FurthNeotiatiofl. PanAmSat and NPO Energia agree to

negotiate in gcod faith concerning the terms and conditions that

will govern the provision by NPO Energia of the Launch Services and

te provi9lion by PanArSat of the Communications services. The

IlnierE4tandings that are set forth in this MOU are contingent upon

Pi.nr.Sat and NPO Energia entering into a mutually satisfactory

initive agreement concerning such terms and conditions.

9, Miscellaineous. This MOU constitutes the entire agreement

of the parties with respect to the subject matter set forth herein.

The official language of this MOU is English, and any dispute

concerning the meaning of this MOU shall rely on the official

Fnglish language version. This MOU shall not be deemed to prevent

pan.A*J1Sat from rw/otiating with other launch vehicle service

1?rovi1e!rs concerniro launch services for one or 7-rc% of the

Satellites.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Memorandum of Understanding has been

exPcv_ted by the parties on the date first above written.

PANAMSAT, L.r. NPO ENERGIA

Dy:

Title:



PanAmSat

Clay T. Whitehead

Vice Chairman

February 2, 1993

VIA FAX 011-7-095-142-5900

Mr. Anatoli Kiselev
Director
Khrunichev Enterprise
Novozavodskaja str., 18
Moscow, 121309
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Mr. Kiselev:

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: 703-847-8787
Fam 703-847-8801

You may recall that we met when your and Mr. Fred Landman
signed an MOU regarding a Proton launch for PanAmSat some time
ago. As you know, PanAmSat is now negotiating a different
arrangement to obtain Proton launch services through NPO Energia.

I will be visiting NPO Energia from February 26 through
March 1, and would be pleased to meet with you or other persons
from Khrunichev during that time if your schedule permits. I
have asked NPO Energia to coordinate our schedules in hopes that
we will be able to renew our acquaintance.

PanAmSat, L.P. (LIMITED PARTNERSHIP)
PanAmSat, Inc. (GENERAL PARTNER)

ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • USA • TELEPHONE 1/203/622/6664 • FAX 1/203/622/9163
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PanArnSat
Russia's TES Network: Technical Assumptions

• 27MHz on PAS-4's CIS/Europe C-Band Beam.

• Typical thin-route telephony network.

• Based on a Hughes TES DAMA telephone network. Full mesh network.

• Master Control Earth Station in Moscow.

• 100 remote TES units.

• Antenna and HPA's sized to support 8 channels of voice/data.

• Voice channefs use 9.6kbps voice compression.

• Medium traffic load; peak 440 simultaneous voice/data connections.

• 25% of traffic bound for Moscow.

OPanAmSat



2.4m/5W

Remote TES

Russia's TES _Network via_PAS-4

8 voice/data 1
circuits

PAS-4

6.1m/100W

•••••••=10•111111.

r--

•••••••11•111M6

MOSCOW

TES Control Center

128 voice/data
circuits

Remote TES 

diMTIMMOiMMI•14 Control,
Channel

1 • - - - Voice
Channels

OPanAmSat

L.



PanAmSat
Russia's TES Network
Budgetary Equipment Costs

Item: Cost ($US) 

Remote TES configured with a 2.4m/5W $63,000

Outdoor Unit and 8 voice/data channel cards

Moscow EIS configured with 6.1m11 00W $325,000

Outdoor Unit fully redundantCL

0:4

r-

(0 Moscow TES Indoor Equipment including $870,000

128 voice/data channel cards
C

RF equipment required to integrate the $65,000

TES Indoor to Outdoor equipment

TES Control Center and Signalling

Software at Moscow EiS

Total:

$219,000 

$1,542,000
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Prelaunc of 7r-ersponder ›rices

4orth4 Payment A-alyss

bandwidti,

Ku band

mcf.r.thty
price

Discount
Rate MHz

----- Ten Year Present va.ue

PV 1993 P4v 1994 Pie 1795

Fifteer Year present ValLte

PV 1993 PU 1994 Pv 1995

54 $342,500 6.3% 54 S25,051.579 S26,554,674 $28,147,954 S32,958,658 4x- $34,936,178 $37,032348

27 187,500 27 15,030,947 '5,932,804 16,888,772 19,775,195 20,961,707 22,219,409

7.0% 54 23,508,154 25,153,725 26,914,486 30,367,269 32,492,973 54,767,487

•11
27 14,104,892 15,092,235 16,148,691 18,220,362 19,495,787 23,660,492

6.0% 54 22,062,230 23,848,808 25,756,713 28,035,138 30,277,949 32,700,185

27 13,249,338 '4,339,285 15,454,028 16,821,083 18,166,769 19,520,111

C bar/d

54 $27,834 6.0% 54 21,711,422 23,014,107 24,394,954 28,564,241' 30,278,395 32,094,781

27 162,500 27 13,026,821 13,808,430 14,636,936 17.138,502 18,166,812 19,256,821

-
7.0X 54 20,373,784 21,799,949 23,325,945 26,318,365 28,160,650 30,131,876

27 12,224,240 13,079,937 13.995,533 15,790,980 16,896,349 18,079,093

54 19,137,9t0 20,669,018 22,322,539 24,297,179 26,240,954 28,340,230

27 11,482,759 12,401,380 13,393,491 14,578,272 15,744,534 17,004,096

CrD

Assumes: 1/1/95 launch, twelve monthly payments per year Tack at end o
f month.
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Phone - 502-287-0103

Fax - 508-371-2717

141111Q1aNDMI

To: ALPHA LYRACoM

Attention; Mr. Jack Albert, Vicc President

From: Mr. Pierre J. Quintana

Date: February 12, 1993

Dear Jack,

PGF. 001

Pa nArra,T, 0 I

During my recent trip to Russi
a, Energia indicated their keen

interest in competing with U.
S. and other foreign makers in th

e

satellite business. We just received ftom then character
istics of

satellites with three varia
nces. Thfl parameters follow.

The Russians are convinced 
that they cotOd give a good product.

at prices considerably lower than their western counterparts.

Variant 1, for example, wil
l be competitively priced since

 the

spacecraft includes parts available oft t
he shelf which were

earmarked for military appli
cation.

Energia is prepared to modify those parameters whenever

possible to meet a client's 
requirements.

I will call you sometime 
next week to discuss further. The

Director General of Energ
ia is planning a trip to the U.S

. to visit

with potential clients. It would be most useful if we
 could have

some feedback from you 
before his visit.

Regards,

Pierre

Post-lt" brand fax transm;tta! inemo 7
6-71 40 .rs

To 7 
r

7it LJ
-•••••••• • - - 

Co 

C.

-•••••

-

— --
Dept 

Fax

Prxyri,40
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February 16, 1993

To: Mr. Tom Whitehead

From: Mr. Jeffrey Manber __./

Re: Moscow

1) Because of my damn speech on Tuesday.. wil; be takny Aerofbt arid wii!arrive in Moscow about 10:00 Weds morning That means I shouki bedowntown by noon.

2) Do you want me to arrange for a friend to meet you on Tuesday and drive yot,to the hotel?

3) Do you need someone for Weds?

4) Are you planning to go to Krunichev?
--Do you want me to go?

5) Do we have the trade offset position yet')

--we need to go with some basis for a MOU

6) I will send an E-mail to NPO suggesting two meetings, one on Thursday andone on Friday.

7) Can you get general information on the satellites and on the company for usto bring?

8) I spoke to NPO Energia yesterday. They have disoissed PanAmSat w5thKrunichev so I belie_ye that NPO Energia is not acting alone and it is rot aquestions of NPOE vs. someone else



(

v° PanAmSat

Clay T. Whitehead

Vice Chainnan

February 2, 1993

VIA FAX 011-7095-274-0025

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer

NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area

REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: 703-847-8787
F ECC 703-847-8804

I am sorry to have had to cancel our trip to visit you and

your colleagues at NPO Energia. Unfortunately, some of our key

people were travelling, and we simply were unable to prepare the

materials we needed to bring in order to make the meeting
productive.

We are now working on this and will advise you as soon as we

are in a position to accept your kind invitation to visit.

Please be assured that we remain most interested in working

with you to develop the possibility of using a Proton launch.

PanAmSat, LP. (LimiTED PARTNERSHIP)
PanAmSat, Inc. (GENERAL PARTNER)

ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • USA • TELEPHONE 1/203/622/6664 • FAX 1/203/622/9163
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POLITICS & POLICY

Clinton Faces Big Obstacles t ) Putting Together
An Activist Policy Toward E x.Soviet Republics

By CARLA ANNE ROBBINS
Staff Reporter of TIIE WALL STREET JOURNAL

WASHINGTON—Even before their first
summit meeting, Russian President Boris
Yeltsin has reason to feel good about
President Clinton. It was candidate Clinton
who maneuvered. President Bush into
promising a S24 billion Western bailout for
Russia.

But now President Clinton must decide
how much support he's willing to ante up.

Aides say the new president under-
stands the urgency and complexity of
Russia's problems. But like President
Bush, Mr. Clinton may soon find that
budget constraints, domestic politics and
the sheer size of the task will severely limit
his ability to help. "There is an enthusiasm
to do the right thing but not much room to
maneuver," says Stephen Sestanovich of
the Center for Strategic and International
Studies, a Washington think tank.

Mr. Clinton took his first step toward a
. new Russia policy when he named Time
magazine columnist Strobe Talbott, his
roommate when he was a Rhodes Scholar,
as ambassador-at-large in charge of policy
toward Russia and all the former Soviet
republics. That title may sound like the
diplomatic equivalent of a special commis-
sion, but it could turn out to be a very
powerful post.

One memo currently circulating in the
State Department suggests that Mr. Tal-
bott may be given final say on most of the
Defense Department's and the Treasury's
dealings with Russia as well. "We're not
talking about Guatemala," says Ambassa-
dor Richard Armitage, the current director
of humanitarian assistance programs to
the former Soviet states. "We need a single
authoritative figure for this mammoth
task."

Bureaucratic Battle Is Possible
If Mr. Talbott and his boss, Secretary of

State Warren Christopher, decide to press
for those extraordinary powers, they un-
doubtedly will face a nasty interagency
fight. While officials at other agencies are
reluctant to publicly criticize the plan, they
say it could spark a battle between Mr.
Christopher and Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen.

And even with expanded powers, Mr.
Talbott's options will be severely limited.
During the primary campaign Mr. Clinton
argued that "no national security issue is
more urgent" than preserving Russia's
fledgling democracy. Nine months later,
foreign policy, and especially foreign aid,
is as unpopular as ever with both the
public and the Congress. A recent Wall
Street Journal/NBC poll places foreign
issues and crises at the very bottom
of the public's priorities, and deficit reduc-
tion at the very top.

Freshman Rep. Peter Blute (R., Mass.)
says increased aid to Russia, or anywhere
else, will be a tough sell in his district. -We
need assistance in Worcester and Fall
River as much as they need it in Minsk and
Kiev." Rep. Peter Visclosky (D., Ind.)
agrees. "My constituents believe charity

High Crisis, Low Priority
Which one of these goals should be
the top priority for the federal
government?

Reducing tlis deficit

Stimulating economic
growth

Returning health
cart system

11111Cutting middle
11%class tausIliReducing the influence

of lobbyists and 7%
special interests

Dealing with
U.S. foreign policy II 4%

Issues & crises ,

THE WILL STREET JOURNAL /NBC NEWS POLL

Russians 524 billion." In fact, the U.S.
portion of the package promised by Mr.
Bush was never meant to be more than
S4.5 billion, and nearly half of that has yet
to be disbursed.

Indeed, the new administration's first
task will be to figure out what's already
been done to help Russia, and what's
working. That won't be as easy as it
sounds. Russia's ambassador in Washing-
ton, Vladimir Lukin, has said flatly that his
country "didn't receive anything." The
Treasury, meanwhile, estimates that some
S16 billion was disbursed to Russia last
year, about S2.5 billion from the U.S.

Who's right? The truth is somewhere in
the middle. Because of Russia's failure to
reach agreement with the International
Monetary Fund on an economic reform
program, a S6 billion currency stabiliza-
tion fund and S3 billion in direct multilat-
eral assistance have been withheld.

Russia has gotten an estimated S12
billion in aid from individual countries,
including about S2 billion from the U.S.
There are several reasons why such a
large sum has received such little notice.
Russia's problems are so enormous that
the amount is a comparative drop in the
bucket. And most of the aid is "tied aid,"
where the donor gets to choose what is
sent, such as grain credits from the U.S.
and East German factory parts from Ger-
many. That help "may have staved off
total economic collapse," says an econo-
mist with the IMF. But unlike a dam or a
road, "no one knows where it's coming
from."

The U.S. may be getting its biggest
political bang for the buck from Mr. Armi-
tage's smah humanitarian and technical
assistance program that spent some 5200
million in all the former republics last
year. In addition to distributing emer-
gericy grants of medicine and food, the
Program has begun dozens of grass-roots

International Federation of Pharmaceuti-
cal Manufacturers conducted production
audits in 10 Russian factories.

Tough Sell
For now, Clinton aides say they aren't

ruling anything out as they begin their
policy review. Harvard economist and
Yeltsin adviser Jeffrey Sachs has sug-
gested several high-cost, high-payback
programs including a multibillion-dollar
Western-funded "social safety net." But
such big-ticket multilateral programs will
be as tough to sell in European capitals as
they are in Washington.

If Russia can't meet strict IMF targets
for inflation and deficit reduction, which is
a good bet, President Clinton may have to
decide whether to discreetly pressure the
IMF to lower its targets to get that money
flowing.

In coming weeks the administration
will continue to press for a generous
rescheduling of Russia's official debt, a
free ride that has gotten very little expo-
sure. Russia's new prime minister, Viktor
Chernomyrdin, yesterday told interna-
tional political and business leaders that
the West should come up with a plan soon
to restructure Russia's foreign debt in ai
effort to stave off hyperinflation.

Secretary of State Christopher is ex-
pected to meet Russian Foreign Minister
Andrei Kozyrev during his first overseas
trip, probably in mid-February. As for a
Clinton-Yeltsin summit; no one is saying
when. President Yeltsin is pressing hard
for an early meeting, and President Clin-
ton would like to comply. But the new U.S.
president may have to hold off for a while
as he struggles to solve his own problems
at home.

•
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Despite US., Yeltsin Backs Rocket Deal With India
By SANJOY HAZARIHA

Special to Dm New York Vents

NEW DELHI, Jan. 29 — Presiden
Boris N. Yeltsin of Russia declared\
today that despite opposition from the
United States, Moscow remained corn-
mitted to the supply of powerful rocket
engines for India's space program.
"We do not plan to backtrack," Mr.

Yeltsin said at a news conference here,
adding that he would discuss the issue
With President Clinton. Mr. Yeltsin
said he hoped that the United States
would respond with "common sense,.
sensibility" to the announcement
The Russian leader, on his first visit'

to India, which was a close friend and
strong supporter of the Soviet Union,
also spoke of what he called Moscow's
new "purposeful Eastern policy."
Mr. Yeltsin said he was "moving

away from a pro-Western emphasis('
and described his country as a "Euro-
Asian power" with economic and cul-
tural interests in this continent

U.S. Banned Such Sales

Ills strong support for India on the

rocket deal Signaled his opposition to
the United Stews on the issue. The

engines are powered by suPercold liq-
uids known as cryogenic fuels, which
art: difficult to master, rather thanless
efficient room-temperature uncs.

I. year Washington ordered a two-

year ban on the sale of sensitive space

technology to Glavkosmos, the Russian
Space Agency, and the Indian Space

Research Organization, the Indian
space agency, because of (he contract.

It was the first such action against

either country.
Un Washington, a State Depart-

ment official said the sanctions on

the companies involved in both coun-

tries would remain unless the deal

was canceled. The official added that

what Mr. Yeltsin said on his visit to
India we neither new nor unexpect-

ed.)
The United States said last year that

a $250 million agreement signed in 1990
with Glavkosinos, then a Soviet space
agency, violated the 1987 Missile Tech-
nology Control Regime.
The Missile Control Regime has been

approved by the United States and Oth-

er Western nations but 'without the

sanction of international law that seeks
to bar the proliferation of medium- and

lung-range missile technology capable

Of delivering nuclear warheads.
Both Russia and India say that the

cyrogenic rocket technology transfer is
aimed at developing giant rockets to
place satellites into space and that the
project is for peaceful purposes. But

American officials say the technology

could help India, which has an exten-

sive medium-range missile program,
develop long-range weapons.

Trying to Ease Differences

During his two-day Visit, Mr. Yeltsin
signed a series of agreements with

Indian leaders that sought to end dif-
ferences on economic and military co-
operation. A central Issue over the last

Agence FranCe-PrPfan

President Boris N. Yeltsin of Russia said yesterday that he remained committed to supplying India with

rocket engines for ite apace program. He bid farewell to Prime Minister P. V. Narashima Rao in New Delhi.

years has been the size of India's debt
to Russia, which had been in dispute
because of the rapidly falling value of
the ruble.
Under the terms of the new settle-

ment, India's debt has fallen from
about $11 billion to about $8 billion, Shiv
Mukherjee, an Indian spokesman, said.
As part of the economic package,

India and Russia scrapped a 15-year
agreement that permitted trading in
rupees and rubles. Instead, they will

•.now conduct trade in hard currency.
• The rupee-ruble arrangement had
.developed as an Integral part of Indian-
Soviet relations and helped India, as a
specially favored trading partner, pay
for MIG fighter jets and other Soviet
military equipment with Its own cur-
rency, saving tens of billions of dollars
in foreign exchange at the time. Mos-
cow has heen the largest sellers of
arms to India.

India and Russia have agreed to
increase military cuoperation and de-
velop joint military production
projects. The supplies of spare parts
and equipment, which had slowed in
the last years, are to be hastened under
this accord.
Mr. Yeltsin said the two sides were

also negotiating the purchase of ad-
vanced jet trainer fighters for the Indi-
an Air Force. India is seeking about 40

of the jets, and their estimated cost is
$1 billion, or roughly one-seventh of the
annual military budget. The British
Prime Minister, John Major, who was
in India recently. discussed British of-
fers to sell Hawk trainer aircraft to
India with officials here.

Won't 'Play India Card'

In his wide-ranging remarks, Mr.
Yeltsin also redefined relations with
India, saying Moscow would not longer
"play the India card" against China
and the United States.
"The earlier relationship with India

was seen in Moscow an a counter-
weight to the United states and China,
that cannot be concealed," he said. He
sold the two nations renewed a Friend-
ship Treaty ort Thursday after drop-
ping a vital security clause that said
either side would come to the assist-
ance of the other in the case of an
armed conflict.
Mr. Yeltsin said the security clause

was no longer relevant because Russia
was interested only in a direct relation-
ship with India and nut with aligning
with it to oppose a third country.
But Indian leaders were buoyed by

Mr. Yeltsin's unequivocal support for
New Delhi's position on Kashmir. The
state of Jammu and Kashmir has been
divided by wars between India • and

Pakistan, and both nations assert soy-
ereignty over the area.
"The truth Is on the side of India on

this question," he said, adding that
Russia supported this country's terri-
torial integrity and unity.

Defying Rebel Death Threats,

Peruvians Turn Out to Vote

LIMA, Peru, Jan. 29 (AP) — Defying
death threats from guerrillas, thou-
sands of Peruvians voted today in mu-
nicipal elections across the ckiuntry.
People lined up by the hundreds to

vote in the Villa El Salvador shanty-
town on Lima's outskirts, where Shin-
ing Path rebels killed a candidate for
mayor and his wife an Thursday.

Thousands of voters had to walk to
Polling stations in the capital because a
rebel-called strike kept most buses off
the streets. Shortly before the polls
Opened at 8 A.M., rebels dynamited two
buses on major avenues and killed one
of the drivers. The Shining Path has
sought to sabotage elections since it
took up arms in 1980 in a bid to impose
a Maoist peasant-worker state.
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January 26, 1993

Mr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Designer and General Director
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow

Dear Mr. Semenov:

We accept your invitation to meet with you and your staff on
February 5th and 6th. As we discussed in Houston, we would hope to
have an opportunity to meet with those officials from NPO Energia
and other organizations that would be involved in the arranging of
the launch of the PanAmSat satellites. This might include those
from Krunichev and as well as representatives from other Russian
government organizations as appropriate.

I am not prepared for any technical discussions on integration
of the satellite with the Proton rocket. Rather, these meetings
should be a continuation of our strategy discussions as we seek to
develop the best method for achieving the goal of a Proton launch
for PanAmSat. Thus, we look to you to decide whether one of the
officials present should be from the Republic of Kazahkstan.

We would like to establish as a goal of these meetigns a MOU
that would serve as the basis of the mutual cooperation between our
two organizations.

I am currently preparing a detailed agenda if issues that
should be discussed and will have this forwarded to you as quickly
as possible.

I look forward to meeting with you once again.

Sincerely,

/

Clay T. Whitehead

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, VA 22101
Phone 703/847-8787 FAX 703/847-8804

PanAmSat, L.P. (LIMITED PARTNERSHIP)
PanAmSat, Inc. (GENERAL PARTNER)

ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • USA • TELEPHONE 1/203/622/6664 • FAX 1/203/622/9163



To: Mr. Tom White d
nd Associy Whiteh

Je y M

of lette • NPO

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov

General Designer and General Director

NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow

Dear Dr. Semenov:

We accept your invitation to meet with you and 
your staff on February 5th and 6th. As

we discussed in Houston, we would hope to have
 an opportunity to meet with those

officials from NPO Energia and other organizatio
ns that would be involved in the

arranging of the launch of the PanAmSat satel
lites. This might include those f om

Krunichev and as well as representatives from ot
her Russian government

organizations as appropriate.

I am not prepared for any technical discussion
s on integration of the satellite , ith the

Proton rocket. Rather, these meetings should be a
 continuation of our strategy

discussions as we seek to develop the best method fo
r achieving the goal of a Proton

launch for PanArn Sat. Thus, we look to you to 
decide whether one of the officials

present should be from the Republic of Kazahkst
an.

We would like to establish as a D!!!!!gal goal
 of these meetings a MOU that would serve

as the basis of the mutual cooperation bet
ween our two organizations.

I am currently preparing a detailed agenda o
f issues that should be discussed and will

have this forwarded to you as quickly as possi
ble.

I look forward to meeting with you once again,

Sincerely,

,iorihitehead

To
sa

it 1 tio,
ed
ur

recomme
r a eparat etter m

ther to - ut it woul

that the other
ch closer t e
muddy t water

• ejects you wish se with him be

ate. I will m e sure is staff know of
to raise em in this etter.
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To: Mr. Tom Whitehead

Clay Whitehead and Associates

From: Mr. Jeffrey Manber(VtiN)

Re: Draft of letter to NPO Energia

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov

General Designer and General Director

NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow

Dear Dr. Semenov:

We accept your invitation to meet with y
ou and your staff on r ebruary 5th

we discussed in Houston, we would hope
 to have an cipportuillty to moc,t.h thn.

officials from NPO Energia and other organi
zations that would be invo!veci in the

arranging of the launch of the PanAmSat sa
tellites. This might r.lciude those frorn

Krunichev and as well as representativ
es from other Ru3sian governmEwt

organizations as appropriate.

I am not prepared for any technical discussi
ons on integration of the satellite with the

Proton rocket. Rather, these meetings sho
uld be a continuation of our strategy

discussions as we seek to develop the best method for
 achieving the goal of a Proton

launch for PanAm Sat. Thus, we look
 to you to decide whether one of the rIftio:ais

present should be from the Republic of 
Kazahkstan.

We would like to establish as air_oilp
al goal ot these meetings a MOU that w's;i:,1

as the basis of the mutual coopera
tion between our two orgaftzations

I am currently preparing a detailed agend
a of issues that should bo dim.:ssea and v.,41

have this forwarded to you as quickl
y as possible.

I look forward to meeting with you onc
e again,

Sincerely,

Tom Whitehead

Tom, it is my recommendation that me o
ther subj6.- yc%i vy!;,,, 10:wise

saved for a separate letter much
 closer to the 'fi:qc). ;viil make .›,3re his staff knows

your other topics but it would mu
ddy the o ra;s8 them this letter



Proposod istkinu Ponts
ter tc4et1r 2

with NPC Entirri' C. Yuri P. Semertov

0 We are here to discuss with you the purchase of Proton launches for our two

geostationary satellites. We are of course aware of the political hurdles involl.qA

on our side, but believe we can overoorne tries o hurdles

0 Let me take a moment and tell you about comp

--Brief history. Important points:

a) satellite in orbit launched on Mane
b) you are commercigh you are not U.S. govtimm-i.y'N ...' 40%.** 'sot NASA

c) brief overview of the downlinks that you hays in ti-i4 sal

business
d) some comments on Rene and his vision of Knocking down trie existing

anti-business structure of Inteisa.t

0 Future plans. Describe briefly Inc three satellites, current plans for iaLinCrois and

state whether you have government approval for the satellites to be ia,,.(•:cl cosi

into orbit
--explain briefly which orbit they wi;;

0 We wish to launch on the Proton
--We met with KB Salyut
--Given the resistance in the United States to iaunch.if on Prok., 't.i r

Salyut, because of it's role in the India deal. we aro seer,ing
Russia

0 This partner shouid be capable of instructing and working with ail faceis of tne
proton launch, from NPO Krunichev to the launch at Baikinour.

The partner should be respected by both the U.S. goverrrisnt and the Russi,,:,
government.

We would expect our partner to lobby for before Yeitsm and his people, wN!e

we lobby before Clinton and his peopie,

We may also want to, for political reasons, TO cher reduc.9d satoirti'i servici:.4 to
the Republic of Kzahkstar We wodd them to a'so lobby the U.S government tha:

1



this launch would be a good thin
g for them. We would want a Russian partner

who can work comfortably with us dur
ing negotiations with the government at

kzahkstan.

Our goal is to assure that the Clint
on peopie bear soon that the Russian

government wants a U.S. company to launch
 commercAly on Proton, and they

are in agreement that our satel:te shoul
d be the first commercial satellite

launched on Proton for a U.S company.

We believe you and NPO Energ a
 shoutti be our Russian partj-mr.

0 If our project is of interest to you and you would
 like to bo out FiusaiaI pn-

contractor on this effort, then we would like to
 work with. your statf to write

MOU during the next two weeks. We wouia
 then like to visit with yr:to in

Kaliningrad in January and sign this MOU. 
•

At that point, once the Clinton people are
 in power, we MI begin negotiations

with them to get an easing of the Current
 restrictions.

We Will only start our U.S. lobbying wrie
r: live are cornfortabIe we have a good

Russian partner.

We ,vercome political hurtiieti uotore ar.d-At)

0 I welcome hearing from you on me

Ac tional Notes:

hav,E41MCt1,0';-•

--anything technical you can state that
 we will take that up with his slam

--his immediate staff has bee
n briefed by me on•this issue, but they may not 'oe prosor

it

in the room with us;

--we need to find a place to
 meet, perhaps we can resetve4 a ''oon-, ai

sailing club in Clear Lake

--if the meeting goes ahea
d, I might go down. The nigelt befr.getc bnof r. Sernenov en

the company and the ba
ckground of our strategy.

Manber

2



Clay Whitehead Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone 703-847-8787 Fax 703-847-8804

FACSIMILE, MEMORANDUM

To: J Mr. Philip Rubin

Fax: 1-202-296-9383

From: Clay T. Whitehead

Date: January 15, 1993

Subject: Info for Russian launch

As we discussed, I would like to have the following
information for my trip to Russia February 1:

1. Basic information on the PAS-2,3,4 satellites that would be
helpful to NPO Energia and legal for us to give. It would
seem we could give mass and envelope plus any public
information HAC has on the 601 series.

2. Some categories of telecommunications services we could
offer Russia, Kazakhstan and other CIS republics as part of
an offset program. It would be useful to include some ideas
about how our services would interconnect with and/or
supplement existing networks.

Page 1 of 1
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URGENT
To: Litia

Clay Whitehead Assulates

Fx: 847-8804

Fr: Christopher J. Fnet
td

vice Presidorlt of Sali2b 
A'

Date: February 24, 1993

Re: PanAmSat MOU Status

ploase re-send the la:-A page of th.t-, r,r()

to fax 478-7281. The tnird you LvL:=c1

portion of the 4th vAge
.

Please contact /Ile at 47a-7
2/7 if you ti.tVc flY
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NO. OF PACES (INCLUDEN(; COVER SHEET):

TRANSMISSION IS INCOMPLIrl F., PLEASE CALL (202) 429-4900,
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CC'! )BERG, GODLES, WIENER & WRIGHT
1229 NINtTEENTH STREET, N W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2CO3-6

HENRY GOLDBERG 
(202) 429-4900

Icp1-1 A. GOOLE' 
S(202)

JONATHAN VtirlE7+-IFR 
(202) 429-4912

I 1FNRI E WRIGHT
- - - -

THOMAS G. CHERARDI,
COT JrFI.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Fred LANDMAN, Tom WHITEHEAD, Jeff MANBER

FROM: HENNA' WRIGHT

RE- Russian Launches

DATE: January 13, 1993

T have spoken with Peter Allgeier (USTR), among others, and met today

with Randy Bears, the deputy assistant secretary of State for Politico-Military

Affairs (who oversees the Office of Munitions Controls, the office that issues

satellite export licenses). Here is what I have learned about the Lockheed deal,

and what it suggests for PAS 's getting permission to launch in Russi
a.

As you have read, the Lockheed approval from State was for Lockheed's

commercial arrangement with Krunichev, rather than for the export of either

tech data or satellite hardware. Since such approval is not required 
from the U.S.

government, this was really it-, the nature of an advisory opinion on the whole

project. Although it indicates that the State Department is prepared to look

favorably on Russian launches of U.S. satellites, the final export licenses neede
d

for ay such launch will not be given until three further conditions have been

niot7

° Technicalsalmuards: There must be assurances of adequate safeguards

clnd an approved plan for the transfer of technical data, and any disc
ussion of

technical data m,-- be attended by a U S. Government official, whose per diem

the company it have to pay. (This apparently was the requirement imposed on

GE for the T.Itnarsat launch.) The State Department is in the process n
ow of

trying to establish adequate technology control agreements wi
th both the

p_t iari Coven-In-lent and the Kagallk Government for the Inmarsat launch.

Although those agreements would be specific to the Inmarsat launch only, they

will, obviously, form tIle model for Loc.',.1..ee.dic and other future laun
ches.

Howcv::-.:, the St:, tc, Department law.- lgreements, Susan

^



Page, who who was in attendance today, said that although the Russian officials

agreed to look at a draft agreement that she took to them last month, there has

been no progress with the Kazahks. Once she got to Moscow, the Kazahk officials

canceled plans for her to come see them, saying that they were not ready to

review such an agreement and didn't know when they would be. In other

words, on the safeguards issue alone there is already an indefinite delay. (The

State Department officials also noted that they do not have any information

regarding the legal relationship between Russia and Kazahkstan, and do not

in now whether these countries have reached any agreement regarding the long-

term use of the Kaza.hkstan launch facility by the Russians.)

Tair,Pric_itagreerrient: An agreement, such as the bilateral launch

agreement that we discussed at USTR, must be in place before any future

launches will be approved. (The Inmarsat price has been approved.) The State
Department has rationalized tying the export licenses to a pricing provision by

citing a general presidential foreign/space policy decision that apparently Bush

made within the past several years stating or implying that no foreign launches

should be approved at prices under market. The interagency delegation had

what Allgeier described as a productive meeting in mid December in Russia,

although it was jointly agreed that the next meeting would have to be after the
Clinton Administration took over. So the Russians are tentatively planning to

come here in February. The Russians apparently have backed off on their desire

to make these bilateral negotiations multilateral insteasd, by including the
French, and seem willing to do whatever will permit them to start selling
uiches tht. quickest. Allgeier is optimistic about having this agreement in place

by the end of 1993. As we know, it is on this point that the domestic launch
industry will fight.

Missile  Technology Control Rezirne: Adherence to thelVITCR will be an
ongoing requirement of any U.S. launches in Russia, and any violations by any of

the Russian entities involved could result in the revocation of a license and, more
likely, the refusal to issue any further licenses. The State Department inquiry

into whether Krunichev/KB Salyut should be sanctioned for its involvement last
summer in the missile sale to India is still ongoing. (If the decision is to be no
sanctions, it could be announced as early as a week from now; if there are to be
sanctions, that will require further deliberation.) So, even though GE was given
a tech data export license for Inmarsat, there is a possibility that no further
!icense, i.e., an export license for the satellite itself, may be issued. What the U.S.
Government is trying to do here is give the Russian entities an incentive not to
violate the regime. Apparently, an application to do business with a "non-
tainted" entity such as NTO Energia would not necessarily be looked upon any
more favorably by the State Department (although perhaps so by the Congress) —
hut the risk of sanctions arising from non-adherence to the MTCR would be less.

As you can see, there has been a change in policy since last spring when

we were told that a license for technical data could not be issued because the



policy prollibing Russian launches was still in place. At this point, a tech data

license could issued with the actual policy decision coming later at the time

the satellite itsiElf was to be exported. The good news is that an affirmative

decision has lat.Rn made that la-anches will be permitted once the three criteria

have been met. The bad news is that the ultimate decision will be much later

down the road on any given project, and is subject to cancellation at any point.

These policies will remain in. effect until such point as anyone in the

Clinton Administration changes them. The State Department has had no

indication that anyone on the transition team has considered this issue at all.

Randy Bears will stay in his position most likely for another six months.

Urs the Clinton Administration changes policies, the State Department

will continue to have the lead role in the approval process. While Bears agreed

that concerns being voiced by other Administration agencies are another factor

for State to consider in making a licensing decision, he made clear that State has

the sole authority to issue the necessary licenses and that any decision by State to

issue a license can be overruled only by the President.

We were told that whenever we had a deal to discuss, we should submit a

proposal and a request for an advisory opinion.
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TEL No. Jan 04,3 IC. C F .01

January 4, 1993

To: Mr_t-12-r-a41--14andlIk.V
CidIr. Tom Whitehead- ,

From: Mr. Jetrey

Re: Proton Launch

1) Three articles in this morning's Space News,

2) It is clear that the interests of Lockheed are to
advance the Motorola project. I agree it is a gpod iCt

to talk with Lockheed and other companies tAs tnfly
marketing agreements with the Rus.Fiidn6. livRever,
also concerned that PanAmSat will 01,?cone part,
incredible politics of the MoLoroJa ptcje:_t. T' ,
value in being lean and abir.: to adjust: quickly,
have in the past. Id, ince,.1, the MotorolT/
many p' .tical enemies and y it served their
the CL.., ny would not hesit,Ita to throw Pur.A.TIat-c .
save the pi - ct.

4

f also be.. that the Lockheed deal will not adv
at this time within the U.S. govt:tmant. It we bad
ahead wit Energia, the plan was tu J.troduue k.):
objectivt. n a higher level and vi o than cie
Republic. ,ne Lockheed deal is old-fun) ,.ci
It may work, but 1 think the NPO far MUIT.‘

clever and in touch with the pOitiI 1Filities of
getting things done.

With the Lockheed agreement you also yurself
the whole missile question tnat we tiopi 'to avoid
a known and respected firm like NPU

5) We know the deal with Loc}bheed is not an
We have provided you with a tax from the Russians which
state this. Mr. Semenov outlined two paths for PanlAmSat
when we met in Houston, one IF thy joint 1.4,tc,ck conpany
moved foward, and one Yl= it dia' gt. Also, please be
aware that twc Ale bciflcjforr,, :i,
one with Me/t.c;rci:.1 n - .r.e thut Mr. :
with s in Huustor.

This tells me the 1Wsiars ort,. keeping
open, and that they are. .r-*-Qpt:ive to U.S.
trom outside the. • • 77r,T'..



TEL Ho. 3,11.n (,4,-1

Indeed, the Russians are aw
are that Lockheed is new to

the launch business, new 
to the Rusian business and

I've seen first-hand how hesitate the corpany is

upset their major customer, 
the federal government.

I will of course let you 
know of hny reKpont;e fron 1417 c:

Energia. It is very possible the
y may appreciate havinJ.j

a U.S. effort lead by a Loc
kheed...

Let me know if there is 
anything further I can do tc.;

assist you in this effort.

)\-1\

Sincerely,

effrey Manber
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u i Proton Partnership Sparks Political Furor

•

Ry A1tJ1lFW LAWLER
Space News Start Wrhter

WASHINGTON — The U.S.
State Department has taken new
steps to allow the quick enuy of
Russia into the commercial
launch market, despite opposi-
tion from numerous other federal
agencies. Those agencies reacted

Last week by mounting a full-
blown battle against the State
Department.
The struggle threatens to undo

See related story, pp 20

the ambitious plans by a new
Joint U.S.-Russian company to

sell Proton rockets to commercial
customers, according to adminis-
tration documents and sources.
The State. Department. gave

Lockheed Corp. of Calabasas,
Calif., the green light December
23 to begiin working on the joint
venture with Kninichev Enter-
prise of Moscow, which builds

Soldiers, Media Rely
On Inmarsat in Somalia
Hy VINCENT KIERNAN Ninth as the iitzited Stazes. t1sae is. billed by

the Proton launcher. Senior offi-
cials in the White House and the
Defense, Commerce and Trans-
portation departments strongly
oppose the move and are trying
to reverse the decision, the offi-
cials said last week.
Lockheed and State Depart-

ment officials argue that the new

venture will give the United
States more control over Rns..sian
use of its formidable rocket tech-
nology, and provide a more via-
ble competitor to Ow European
Ariane rocket than U.S.-built
vehicles.

Opponents, however, said they

See BATTLE, Page 20
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Agencies Fume as State Department OKs Proton Deal
BA TILE, From Page I

are we,rried the decision could

undermine the ailing U.S. launch

industry, send the wrong signal

!.o Russia about U.S. concerns

regarding missile technology pro-

!iferation, and complicate talks

netween the two countries on

Russian entrance into the launch

marketplace.
In a December 21 meeting of

representatives from the State

Department, other agencies and

the White House National Space

Council and National Security

Council, several officials vehe-

mently opposed granting the

Lockheed request. Nevertheless,

two days later Frank Wisner,

State Department undersecretary

for international security affairs,

approved the Lockheed request

to work with Krunichev.

The State Department techni-

cally had the authority to approve

the Lockheed request to work

with Keuniehev without consult,

log other agencies, but the deci-

sion has enormous implications

on U.S. policy toward RUSS13 and

the commercial launch sector,

administration officials said. Any

export of a U.S.-built satellite to

Russia or Kazakhstan requires a

license from the U.S. government

on a case-hy-case basis.

sroeit cm/um()

\l/ cott

form other agencies further an-
gered officials who heard about

the decision from reporters or

news stories. "This is a rogue

State Department operation,

fumed one angry administration

official.
"Everybody now is mobiliz-

ing" said another.
Wisner was in Geneva last

week, and declined to discuss the

decision. "He said he does not

have time to get into this issue,"

said State Department spokes-

woman Fran Hess.
Another letter from Rothkopf

and one from senior defense offi-

cials protesting the decision were
sent to Wisner and Secretary of

State Lawrence Eagleburger last

week, administration officials

said. A meeting of senior admin-

istration officials to debate the

matter could take place this

week.
While Transportation and

Commerce department officials

primarily are concerned with the

damage Proton sales will do to

the US. commercial launch in-

dustry, officials in the White

House and at the Defense De-

partment also are worried that

the State decision hurts U.S. at-

tempts to maintain a hard-line

stance on Russian rocket technol-

ogy sales to developing

countries. 4,
oN Nexr niroe

as a bargaining chip.
Yuri Koptev, Russian Space

Agency chief, told the U.S. nego-

tiating team during a December

:6 meeting in Moscow that if

Russia is not allowed to enter the

commercial launch market, it
would sell its rocket technology

to countries like Iraq, according

to several U.S. source. s familiar
with the discussions.
The U.S. sources disagreed on

whether Koptev's comment was a

dear threat or what one official

called "a slip into Soviet-style

bluster." Koptev could not be

reached for conunent.

The talks aim at stipulating

conditions for Russian access to

the commercial launch market,

but those conditions have not yet

been spelled out.

Administration officials, who

declined to be identified, accuse
the State Department of pushing

through the Lockheed request to

discourage Russian rocket sales
to countries like Iraq. "It is basi-

cally a bribe," said one official.

"Then they wilt use the Lockheed
deal to justify a waiver by the

president" exempting Krunichev
from sanctions before the Bush

administration leaves power Un-
wary 20. The new Clinton admin-
istration, however, could reverse
a waiver.

A State Department official de-

nied that the move was effective-

ly a bribe. The official said a de-

termination cm Krunichev's role

in the India rocket sale could be

made at the same time that a

waiver is signed by the president

U.S. and Russian delega:inns

will meet. in the mickfie of Janw., y

to discuss missile technol:,;.:..
control issues such as the te..4.1

rocket sale.

No date has becit wt for ",

(her talks between the I w•

tries on Russia's roles :-

mercial launch market

The immediate prollIvr,

that. (granting the lAiek140,,,i

quest] takes away a big die,- •

U.S negotiators' leverage
making that trade agreemcni.,-

one adneristration official (anti!.

jar with the talks said.

Said another: "This under-
mines the U.S. position by giving

the store away. l don't know how

we can be taken seriously now."



Arthur Rothkopf, deputy trans-

portation secretary, complained

ir. a December 28 letter to

Wisner that "these matters are

apparently being decided on a

case-by-case basis without the

:ienefit of any long-term perspec-
tive or assessment of impact on

the full range of U.S. national in-

terests." He suggested no deci-
sion be made on the Lockheed

request until a full interagency
group is convened to debate the
matter more fully. Unbelmown..st
o Rothkopf, Wisner already had
made the decision five days

before.
White House, Commerce and

Defense officials also were
caught off guard.

State's apparent failure to in-

4
The US. goverment is exam-

ining whether Krunicnev played a

role in a rocket enOne sale to In-

dia, which provoked the United

States to slap sanctions on some

Russian and 'Indian organizations

in May. "No such determination

has been made," one State De-

partment official said. If Kruni-

chev is implicated in the sa!e,

however, the U.S. president

could sign a waiver exempting
the Moscow company from sanc-

tions if it is in the U.S. national

interest.

According to U.S. sources in-

volved in recent launch trade
talks. Russian officials have used
the threat of missile proliferation
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Motorola Plans To Buy ,
Three Proton Rockets

Motorola Satellite Communications,

Chandler, Ariz., plans to use three Rus-

sian Proton rockets to put 21 of its Irid-

ium satellites into orbit, according to

U.S. and Russian government officials.

Russian Prime Minister Viktor Cher-

nomyrdin has Oven permission for

KhrunicheV Enterprise of Moscow—

which builds the Proton to sign a

contract with Motorola for three

launches, according to U.S. governmenti

officials and Russian news reports.

A joint company set up by Lockheed

Corp. of Calabasas, Calif. which is

the prime contractor for the iridium

satellites — and Kruilichev could reap

the business. Motorola is the chief ar-

chitect of the 66-satellite Iridium system

that is to provide worldwide mobile

telephone service.
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Lockheed, Krunichev Forge Team
By ANDREW LAWLER
Space News Sian Writer

WASHINGTON — After

months of secret negotiations,

Lockheed Corp. and Krunichev

Enterprise announced a partner-

ship December 28 that could

combine large and reliable Rus-

sian rockets with U.S. business

acumen to compete with U.S.,

Euroswori and Chinese commer-

cial launch eornpanie.

Under the agreement, Lock-

heed will pump about $5 million

in the next few years into the

enormous Kruniehev plant in

Moscow that produces the Pro-

ton launcher, according to

sources farruliar with the deal. A

new joint stock company, owned

equally by both organizations,

will hold exclusive marketing

rights to the Proton, with the ex-

ception of Russian government

launches.
The first commercial Proton

launches cottid take place within

one to two years, said Mel Bra-

shears, vice president and gener-

al manager of Lockheed's space

systems division. "We are clearly

targeting the Ariane family."
Arianespace of Ewy, France,

builds the Ariane rocket series

and controls more titan two-

thirds of the commercial launch

market.
The emergence of the Lock-

heed and Krunichev relationship

and the State Department's ap-

proval of technical discussions

between the two organizations

is a bit of a shocker," said

Douglas Heydon, who heads

Artanespace Inc. of Washington.

"This could he an immense

threat, much more so than the

Chinese."

The new company would offer

"one-stop shopping" for satellite

integration, launch service and

insurance, according to Bra-

shears. Under U.S law, however,

any U.S.-built satellite still would

require an export license from

the U.S. government before it

could be shipped to the current

Proton launch site in Kae.aklistaii.

Biushears downplayed the ef-

fect that Proton sales could haw

on U.S. launchers such as the Ti-

tan and At/as, since U.S. launch-

ers have the sole rights to launch

U.S. government satellites_

"We're not targeting U.S. gov-

ernment launches," he added,

"although as time goes on, some

civil satellite homeliest may be a

possibility."

The massive Proton can place

44,000 pounds into low Earth or-

bit, while the Titan 4 built by

Martin Marietta, Bethesda, Md.,

can place about 40,000 pounds

into the same orbit.

Baikonur in Kazakhstan is the

Proton launch site, and an agree-

ment among Russian, Kazakh

and Kruniehev officials ensures

Proton launches can continue

from that center despite the

breakup of the Soviet Union, Bra-

shears said. Plesersk, a Russian

launch site 465 miles north c.r

Moscow, could become a second

launch site for the Proton, lie

added. A third site, in an unittei;-

tilled location, also is being dis-

cussed, other industry sources

said
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December 29, 1992

Mr. Anatoll Kiselev
Khrunichev Enterprises
18, Novozavodskaja str., 18

Moscow, 121309, USSR

Dear Mr. Kiselev:

Congratulations!

I read in todays WALL STREET ..1Q0NAL about your recent arrangements

with Lockheed for the marketing of the Proton launch ezIpability. A!.=.

indicated earlier, we continue to have an interest in investigating the

possible utzation of the Proton rocket to launch one or more of cur next

generation of satellites.

Please advise me who I should contact at Lockheed to discuss Proton

launch possibilities. The best for the New Year.

/5irfEe
r\

Frederick 'PI Landm-in
President

FAL:mf

cc: Mr. A. Lebedev
Khrunichev Enterprises

A
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1 , I C. V . 0 ' provisions, FCC said. Rulemaking proposed that local govts.

primary responsibility for policing rule, although FCC would be able to issue waiv
ers. Commission did

S K. h,,,,,. to define "transfer of ownership" and what types of transactions would be cov
ered by rules. On cross-own-

rsinir :Llt,., FCC concluded that its existing ban o
n cable/wireless cross-ownership meets congressional mandate

!Id 1::_Nr,_:d C Ktend same rule to cable/SMAIN cross-ownership.

Ar.larke.r0,4C.g

LOCKHEED SIGNS DEAL WITH RUSSIAN FIRM TO MARKET PROTON LAUNCHE
R

iikdy  .talhak,g_ullAirsjaa. highly competitive satellite launch market. Lockheed has teamed up with

-..irurtichev Enterprises to market Russian-built Proton rocket for commercial satellite lau
nches, Space in-

Just!. \ se; said signing of deal not only could enable new venture -- called Lockheed
-Khrunichev International

'LKII-- to -achieve lock on internatio
nal launch market with bargain-basement pricing, but also could signal that

...ockilt.;:d is making foray into commercial satellite business. (Lockheed's primary business to date has been in

and scientific satellites -- especially for U.S. Air Force
 and CIA).

rdo r tuou_dilraLITALich 1..ocIsteeel_sakul "initial authorization" from US. State Dept., Khninichev and

Lockheed Cfm-rimercial Space Co. -- new subsidiary of Lockheed Missiles & Space -- LIU "will 
serve as entity for

.vodwide .alc of Proton launch vehicles and future derivatives."
 Also easing way for linkup was recent permission

ram.d1,1 Viktor Chernomyrdin, Russia's new
 prime minister, that allowed Lockheed and Motorola to sign comrner-

ichninichey (CD Dec 21 p5). Following that approval, Lockheed spokesman told us, State Dept.

,T permission Dec. 23. Company said it will "explore the potential for new products and services," but

• - i)okesman told us that such improvements are likely to be only upgrades and modifications o
f original

V nch vehicle.

.7; jtelf is formidable threat to western space launch industry. Even Charles Bigot, CEO of 
world

launch leAer Asianespace of France, has acknowledged 
that "the Russians are the masters" of satellite launches, at

least In terms cif reliability. Russia launches about 100
 rockets per year (and boasts total has reached 2,000 to date),

compared with about 12 each for Arianespace and for 3 major
 U.S. launch companies. Primary strength of kerosene-

fuel, :.1 Proton rocket is its simplicity. It 
was described by one space launch analyst as little more than "a big can of

i;tic Siace breakup of Soviet Union, Russia has been starved for hard currency and is saddled w
ith glut of Pro-

ton i.,tinch.ers for which there's little military 
use in post-Cold War world. Russian sources have told us that more

thar: 10 Protor akinchers have been stockpiled.

C‘"_.k lonz-time piper in Russian aerospace industry, and was prime contributor to development of
 Pro-

Lockheed, meanwhile, has expressed desire recently to convert its satellite-making capability to COM-

, riC Marriage ',-)f 2 companies could result in satellite launch packages that could significantly underpri
ce

. Lockhted's move follows recent acquisition by rocket manufacturer Martin-Marietta of GE Aerospace

us sa!ellite-making wing, GE Astro-Space -- move that was viewed by some analysts as 
another attempt

in ation of satellite services, making launch-satellite-insurance deals possible (CD Nov 24 p1). That

paid $3.0 biPion -- created world's largest aerospace concern; MM's sales last year were $6.1 billion

and Gh Aerospace's $5.3 billion.

Financial tams of Loc d-Khrunichev deal weren't disclosed. But it's believed to be part of plan bykhee

Lockheed's Space Systems Div. to double its revenues to $5 billion over next 8 years by enteri
ng commercial satel-

lite market. Space Systems Div. earned $360 million -- 2/3 of Lockheed's operating profits -
- last year. Lockheed

Chmn. panic] Tellur said relationship "will promote applications of the Proton and its 
derivatives in the worldwide

commercial launch market."

0, ye . s eve ar_stexiyittiveC Motorola is negotiating with Khrunichev to launch 3 of at least

will require to fly its proposed Iridium global cellular system based on constellation of 66 low-

P.a h - (10)i t V)) satellites. Iridium -- which is vying for FCC licensing with 4 other similar competing systems

''ubiquitous" phone capability via liErhtweight handsets, company has said. Transaction, for which

•:crn vrilin alio glve approval, is seN ate from Lockheed deal, although coincidentally Lockheed has

• i Id IrAum's satellites.

.71_4 •x_ggaft_thrat France's Arianespace, world's leader with 60% of market.

Lockhe.?6 id it would price its- Proton launch services "slightly below" Arianespace's average of $70 million;

U.S. laliart pravidets usually charge SD
. $120 million. In of throw weight, Proton launcher is unchallenged

I's::: D31

Elr
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.:rin field. Its capabilities — 4-stage locket can launch satellites as heavy 4,400 lb. — far outstrip General
TOrn'iCt' Atlas series, McDonnell Douglas' Delta series arid Martin Marietta's Titan#series, as well as
Arianeapace's Ariane 4.

EM101- i li 't ..9 * ' I 1S1 9 - ,ii II 9.- to Ariane 5, next-generation launcher designed to carry
a, orld's heaviest satellites, scheduled for launch in late 1995, "The current configuration of the Proton is quite ocim-
r4-0-abie to Ariane 5," said Peter Nezgos, space analyst and partner in Haight, Gardner, Poor te Havens law and con-
,.,altina firm, N.Y. "Khrunichev withoat quemion has the technical wherewithal] to be able to design and operate
la ch vehicles that are comparable to any of the western launch providers. Russian launch services will be looked
-.)i.k..,n very carefully by U.S., and European launch companies. The biggest issue will be whether they are a fair com-
i7." intetslit and Inmarsat already have made tentative decisions to launch at least one satellite aboard Proton,
For which State Dept has granted approval.

10AatiriCHIMAIXAM19‘

BELLCORE EXPERIMENTAL BATTERY TRIPLES CAPACITY OF RECHARGEABLES

Et11.02a sai.thev ha way to make rechargeable batteries that can "outper-
fesTri anything available in research laboratories or your corner store." Battery, blend of#lithium-based oxide and car.
boa ezanmonly known as lithium-ion (Li-ion), can be recharged more than 2,000 times, researchers said. Li-ion
batteries have long been sought as technology to pump up rechargeable battery life, but their cost to manufacture has
taaea prohibitive — typically twice as much as common nickel-cadmium rechargeables.

s to provide continuous backup power to electronic compo-
rt. in 

•I • I _1,

centml office switches and at remote locations. Tetcos' need for reliable rechargeable batteries will only in-
.-aa-zein future as fiber becomes increasingly#more popular, Bellcore said. And although traditional lead-acid
e • a., apar.ve sufficient backup power at central office sites, they are too unwieldy for remote locations. Local ex
-r.:4•:t7 carriers first thought rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells could fill gap, but they have been so thoroughly doe•
taaaa!aal as#20being environmentally haurdous that many#states are passing laws to prohibit their sale.

1,i;.biern-based tec tal.. ah.slargeable batteries has carried stigma of being environmental hazard owing to
Lice of pure lithium metal, said Bellcore researchers Jean-Maiie Tarascon and Dominique Guymard, who co-devel-

oned AA-size prototype Li-ion battery. However, researchers said Li-ion batteries eliminate that problem by "replac-
hiahly reactive lithium metal with safer lithium compounds and graphite."

lole_oksaid tattszaamilas_luiers have "not been addressing the growing need of phone companies for stable,

hi temperature batteries." New Li-ion battery is "most promising, high-energy density, safe alternative to lead-
, aaa tcries to date, ensuring the performance- and robustness of our owners' networks," he said. Bellcore's Li-ion
iierv can be recharged more than 2,000 times, researchers said, far more than current industry standards of 200 re-
c!-a, vacs for nickei-eadmium batteries.

ataiatafliCaaiamaaiaili#takes Nev. Year's Day holiday Fri. Next issue will appear Mon., Jan. 4.

COMMUNICATIONS PERSONALS

WTVH Syracuse Gen. Sales Mgr. Edward Bradley promoted to vp-gen. mgr., succeeding Cathy Creany,
now at WFAA-Tv Dallas.- Changes at Saban Domestic Distribution: Consultant Mark Lieber appointed vp-west
coast sales; Peter Schmid, ex-Goodman#Entertainment, named vp-cast coast sales; Nan Halperin, vp-ancillary
sales, also assigned responsibility for syndication sales— Robert Weinstein, KTVN Reno gen. sales mgr., ap-
pointed to same position at WOOD-TV Grand Rapids... Martin Machowski, ex-consultant to NAB and former leg-
islative dir. for Rep. Boucher ().Va.), joins Washington-based#public affairs consultancy Issue Dynamics as senior
c4-ultan!... Promoted to vps t ESPN; Randy Brown, Central Div., new post; Sue Delia, Eastern Div.; Steve
arriond. Western Div., new posi... Jonathan Levy, senior economist, FCC Office of Plans Sr. Policy, awarded

Faihriaht Scholaisttip to study "Auatralian-Arreric-an Trade in Audiovisual Products" at u, of Technology, Sydney,
June-Alig., 1993.

•
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ALPHA LYRACOM
SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

Clay T. Whitehead
Vice Chairman

December 23, 1992

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

As we have discussed, PanAmSat is a major provider of
international communications satellite services to Europe and
North and South America. As part of our expansion to a global
system, PanAmSat has signed a contract with Hughes Aircraft
Company to purchase three new HS-601 communications satellites.
While we have a contract with Arianespace for the launch of these
new satellites, we would like to explore the alternative of a
Russian launch for one or two of the satellites, currently
planned for the first and second quarters of 1995.

In order to resolve the technical, financial and political
issues necessary for us to use a Proton launch, PanAmSat would
like to work with a single Russian organization that can
undertake the complete responsibility for combining all the
hardware, facilities and services necessary to carry out the
launch, including working with PanAmSat to secure all necessary
governmental approvals in a timely way. We would like to work
with NPO Energia on a strategy and terms and conditions that
would enable PanAmSat to contract for NPO Energia to provide
launches for one or two of our new satellites.

NPO Energia is known to be the major provider of launch
services in Russia. We understand that NPO Energia has the
capability to acquire the launch vehicle hardware, work with
Hughes to integrate the satellite payload and the launch vehicle,coordinate the launch and tracking facilities and assure such
other services as are necessary to carry out the launches of thesatellites into geosynchronous orbit.

We also understand that NPO Energia has good working
relations with all other Russian organizations involved in spaceactivities and with the governments of Russia, Kazakhistan,
Ukraine and other republics of the Commonwealth of IndependentStates that would be involved in the launches. NPO Energia also
is known by and has had successful relations with the U.S.

PAN AMERICAN SATELLITE • ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • TELEPHONE 203/622/6664 • FAX 203/622/9163
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government. We believe these relationships will be helpful in
working with PanAmSat to obtain all necessary authorizations from
the U.S., Russian and other governments.

If you agree, I propose that PanAmSat and NPO Energia begin
initial discussions on the technical, financial and political
issues concerning the launch of one or two PanAmSat satellites by
NPO Energia. To facilitate slIch discussions, I propose that
PanAmSat and NPO Energia each appoint one person as the
coordinator of all key issues, and that we plan to meet in
Kaliningrad in the latter part of January. The fact of these
discussions should be kept confidential except for such
organizations in Russia and other CIS Republics that you would
need to work with.

I look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.

Sincerely,



s ..

A-
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mEmORANDUM Of UN PERSTLLNDTJLG
BETWEEN PANAMSALEJL, AN1N(FNEP.141

This Memorandum of Understanding (Ow. "Understmiding") i made this

day of 199_, by and het wen PanAinSat, a Delaware

:led partnership ("PanAmSat") and NPO Fnergia, a ("N P0

Fri,crgia").

Whereas, PanAmSat is a major U.S. provider of satellite. communicatio

services:

Whereas, PanAmSat is seeking to launch thre:.? additional Ilughr-s

communication satellites into geostationary orbit;

Whereas, PanAmSat may be interested in exploring alternatives t
o its

contracted launcher for one or two of these additional launches;

Whereas, PanAmSat has determined that the Proton launch vehicle is a

candidate as an alternative launcher of these satellites, provided
 that all nece5sar_.

U.S. and other governmental authorizations can be obtained:

Whereas, PanAmSat is seeking a singk Russian organization as its part:

all aspects of a Proton launch, from technical issues to 
plitkal issues,

Whereas, NPO Energia is a major provider of Russian space services;

Whereas, NPO Energia is involved in all facets of the manufacture..

and launch of the Proton vehicle;

Whereas, NPO Energia has good working relations with all other RuLsian

space organizations and with the governments of diffe
rent Republics;

Whereas, NPO Energia is known by, and has had successful relations with the

United Statesgovemment;

Whereas, PanAmSat hopes to explore the possibilqy o!- using NYC) Energia as

the sole organization from the foam.: Soviet Union t
o represent Pan A uiSat in aro;

launch of its satellites on a Proton vehicle.

Now, therefore, in consideration of th, atid

covenants stated in this document, the paitiec agree that:

1. PanArnSat and NPO Energia will begin discussions as soon as is

mutually convenient on technical, financial and political issues concerni
ng the use

of the Proton vehicle.
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2. At the earliest date each organization will appoint one person as the key

coordinator of all issues.

3. The next meeting for technical, financial and political issues will take

place at NPO Energia's office in Kalingiacl.

4. Each party shall bear its own cost, in imclementing this U-Iderstanding,

and neither party shall have any liability or obligation to the otiler to proceed beyond

the preliminary discussions called for above, unless a formal w!qten rerre-_-;entatIon

agreement is signed by authorized represent,itives of ezich party, and then only to the

extent expressly stated in such a representation agreement. tit no event shalt either

party be liable to the other for incidental or consequentia! damages, lost profits or

business opportunities, whether foreseeable or not.

5. This Understanding may be terminated by either party, with or without

cause and without obligation, on notice to the other party given at any time.

6. PanAmSat and Energia will maintain the confidentiality of this

Understanding, and will not disclose any portion, or the existence, of this

Understanding except on a need to know confidential basis to the extent

necessary to implement this agreement, or as in' be required by law or contract

disclosure requirements to which it may be subject. Each party may condition its

disclosure of any information to the other under this lindersta.adinl; on the other

party's execution of a proprietary data agreement and compliance with all applical,ie

legal restrictions with respect to such information.

7. NPO Energia agrees that under no circumstances will it make any

payments or provide any benefits, or promise to make any payments or provide any

benefits, to anyone in exchange for political favors, undue influence or assistance in

performing its obligatiors under this Understanding.
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8. It is agreed that all communications under this Understanding shall be

in the English language.

Both sides look forward to a productive workiag

Signed:

PanAmSat, L.P. NPO Energia

By:  By: 

Printed Name; Printed Name;._

Title:  Title.

Address:

One Pickwick Plaza

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

Telephone: (203) 622-6664

Fax: (203) 622-9163

Address:

Telephone:

Fax:  
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gENERGIA MARAP HON*

ASSOCIATION

Sergey P. TSYBIN

General Executiv
e Director

Moscow,
Tel.: (095) 492-51-25

Russia
(095) 494-00-67

Telex: 411952 MCC
 SU

Fax: 492-83-61
274-00-25

INSTITUTE OF 
SPACE DEVICE

ENGINEERING

YEIVGENY N. GA
LIN

DiViSiOn Head
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53, Aviainotornaya st..

Moscow, 111024. RUS
SIA

Phone: 273-47-19
Fax: 273-19-37

Telex; 412176 INT
EC

DR. EDWARD K. SHAPIRO

PRESIDENTand CEO

SEMITIC INTERNATIONAL
 INCORPORATED

78 Border Road

C011cOrd, MA 01742

USA

OFFICE 508 287-0103 FAX 617 861-1071
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Background: NPO Energia

Brief Background

NPO Energia is the Russian organization cievoted o rnann6c space an aii

related programs_

The "NPO" stands for "design bureau. Thr,,,. Triergia' is irc):1 the Latin t;.r

energy.

The once-secrot organization was formed at the dawn ol tne space age. Under

the guidance of the legendary Russian space designer SF' Korolev, this o7ganzatir.'„-i

developed and launched the Sputnik satellite in 1957.

Much later, it was NPO Energia which dieve oped a manned space

second to none. Accomplishments inckide the firs man sr spco, ho ff!st

the first docking in space and stsi!i later, the developrnecit, ,-,;onstr

of the world's first (and today Only) manred ipaceFitatior ktüw as t' MR ( pc)ace,i.

Other NPO Energia programs include the Buran space shuttle and the neirrg;t1

launch vehicle. Other hardware programs include th9 Progress munch vehic!e, arir.!

the Soyuz capsule (the subject of NASA's interest). It also produces the 4In stacie of

the Proton rocket, several sounding rockets 'arid huge communication satellites t3r a

program recently re-named "Globis."

NPO Energia also operates me :spaceport c.N.f EiaoN.A now locate,:.: 0-1 116

Fiepublic of Kalakstan.



It has thirty-thousand workers mostly located in Kaliningrad. a suburb forty-five

minutes north of Moscow. (There are, however, no cul-de-sac's)

ihe General Director of the organization is Dr. Yuri P. Sernenov

The first deputy General Director is Professor Victor Legostaev,

During the Nixon-Brezhnev era of detorite, it was the NPO Energa organization

which lead the then-Soviet Union in the docking in space between the Apo

astronauts and Soyuz cosmonauts. The working relationship with NASA thus dates

back more than seventeen years. This summer NASA entered into a three year $1(7,

million contract with NPO Energia to study use of the Soyuz for Space Statior

Freedom

Political Considerations

NPO Energia has several political advantages over just about arty other

Russian organization:

--NASA recently signed a historic agreement with NPO Erierga to explore L.12(9

of the Soyuz capsule as part of Space Station Freedom The craCt represnrilo

first time the U.S. space agency as contracted witr a Russian Gpace oran;zatiorl.

In this contract NPO Enegia is con3idered a "quasi-comrnercia organization



This s quite important. it is not a government organization. Indeed, 40% of Energia

revenue's now come from commercial programs.

--Two major U.S. corporations have se d ecntracts with NPO Energia:

Lockheed and Rockwell

The Europeans have contracted for over $75 million worth of space serv.c,t)s

this year alone to NPO Energia. This includes flights to the MIR space station as well

as advanced design and planntg for future programs.

--The State Department has good relations with NPO Energia, as does the Wnite

House and Congress Dr. Sernenov testified betore the Senate in February of tnis

year.

The organization has obeyed all international regulalioris and r:aS turned down

opportunities for business in thnd-world countries.

Fur/her. rI has a recent history of working with American organizations. in 1989.

NPO Energia lead a consortium of then-Soviet organizations in coordinating the first

U.S. research project aboard the space station MIR, Funded by U.S. Payload

Systems, Inc., the December 1989 launch to the MIR began sixty dais of research to

grow pharmaceutical crystals in space This project, now flown twice, -as a

Commerce Department Export License, with DoD approval NiO Erierga

all facets of the export license.

In Iate-1991 the Coca-Cola company f!evii a speciay deE.,4,-,ed soda can $.0 Ind

MIR for testing by cosmonauts. Don't iaugi- I !:)iriK this required an export iicenseas

3
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well and I would guess NPO Energia obeyed whatever y regLiiatons this required

aLuilan PoliticaLCQuaderatiQua

Dr. Yuri Sernenov has the capibility of rrleetii-i

He ESadmired in Russia because of his agrivmorits Yth NASA

He is a hard-Mer and thus has broad support trorr the old guard and irvn tt

Semenov is on good relatiors with the ()they Ropupiic ieaderS a5 weii.

--Jot rey Pvianber



Clay Whitehead Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia 22101 Phone 703-847-8787 Fax 703-847-8804

FACSIMI1 MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Jeffery Manber

Fax: 1-703-478-7281

From: Clay T. Whitehead

Date: October 23, 1992

Subject: Russian strategy

The goal is not just to obtain another contract with KB
Salyut nor is it just to get a contract that is of political
importance to Russia and the other Republics. The goal is to get
two satellites launched reliably at a reasonable price. The
other is a means to the end.

Page 1 of 1
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THE MARATHON INTER-DEPARTMENTAL ASSOCIATION

The Russian Federation

The MARATHON association was created in 1990 to provide

telephone and facsimile communications, data transmission
s, telex and

electronic mail services through a mobile satellite communications

network. The MARATHON system can provide such services 
even in remote

regions where other communication networks (cable, relay,

tropospheric) are either absent or not sufficiently developed to

cover demand.
The decision to create the MARATHON satellite communications

network was taken in 1988 by the USSR Ministry of the Communication .

Industry, the General Machine-Building Ministry, the Communications

Ministry, the Civil Aviation Ministry, the Railway Ministry, the

Geology Ministry and the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR. On the 14th of February 1992, the Concil of the Communications

Ministry of Russia confirmed the leading role assigned to the

MARATHON system in the Russian Federation program for the development

of satellite communications and broadcasting systems.

Implementation of the MARATHON satellite communications network

began with the formation in 1990 of the MARATHON association

comprised of the leading scientific and manufacturing organizations -

the Applied Mechanics SMA in Krasnoyarsk, the Science-Research

Institute for Space Instruments, the ASTRA SMA, and MORSVYAZSPUTNIK

of kipscx)w.

The Applied Mechanics SMA in Krasnoyarsk is the leading designer

and manufacturer of communication satellites and other hardware used

on geostationary orbits (RADUGA, EKRAN, (3ORIZONT, etc.) and on high

elliptical orbits (MOLNIYA-1, MOLNIYA-3, etc.).

The Science-Research Institute for Space Instruments in Moscow

is the key developer of ground and on board flight control systers

for communication satellites and on board retransmission systems.

The ASTRA SMA in Moscow is the leading developer of coast,

segments of the INMARSAT system (the International Satellite

Communication Center - I5CC-1 in Odessa), and the ISCC-2 in Nakhodka)

as well as subscriber stations of the A/INMARSAT standard (SS



ICEBERG) and of the 0/ INMARSAT standard (SS
 ZVEZDA).

The MORSVYAZSPUTNIK enterprise in Moscow is the chief

coordinator of marine satellite communic
ations through the INMARSAT

system, the VOLNA and VOLNA-M systems as well as radiolocation

services for ships at sea and search and res
cue services provided by

the KOSPAS-SARSAT network.

These four organizations are the founding members of the

MARATHON association. The MARATHON network is the first and sole

mobile satellite communication system in the Commonwealth of

Independent States, which meets the stand
ards of INMARSAT.

The MARATHON mobile satellite network w
ill have a space segment

of 3 ARKOS satellites on geostationary orbits 
and 4 MAYAK satellites

on high-elliptical orbits, flight control centers, and ground 4

segments, including both stationary and mobile terminals. The

satellites on high-elliptical orbits 
make it possible to provide

communication services above 70 degrees
 north latitude as well as one

-step transmissions between the eastern 
and western hemispheres.

Small, highly reliable and simply to operate subscriber terminals,

with telecommunications and data transmission capabilities, may be

located on mobile sea, river, rail, auto or airborne facilities, jn

rermote areas, in various configurations. They can be readily;

delivered for emergency communicat
ion during natural disasters and

serve as links with ground cipmmunication networks.

The MARATHON network can also serve 
as the basis for special use sub-

systems and provide a link between computer net
works used in business

and banking or networks used for en
vironmental monitoring.

The design for the ground and orbita
l elements of the MARATHON network

has been developed and approved and
 manufacturing agreements have bee

concluded. Production of the equipment began on the 30th of Marc

1990. The launch of the first ARKOS satellite will take place i

September 1994. Operational testing of the central coordinatin

station as well as three sub-station
s and 3-4 thousand user terminal

will commence at the save time.

The first launch of the MAYAK satellite is planned
 for the fall!

of 1995. The MARATHON system will 
by fully deployed by 1997.



Dear Sirs,

I have the hounor to present for Your cons
ideration the

MARATHON project, which has the goal of creating a global

satellite communication systek with mobile users and re-

mote areas. The project is being implemented in Russia by

the leading in national space technology and 
satellite com-

munications state enterprises which have established for

this purpose the MARATHON inter-departmental association.

Since 1990 the Association ha$ been engaged in practical

activities aimed at design, development and production of

new generation satellites, network control c
enter, regional

earth stations, coordinating .stations and user mobile ter-

minals, utilizing the know-how of over 17 thousand quali-

fied specialists as well as high scientific, technical and

manufacturing potential of its founders released 
due to mi-

litary conversion. .
I would like to note that the MARRTHON mobile satcom

system will be a commercial network, linked with 
both dome-

stic and international PSTNs, and its development has been

financed up till now by a commercial bank. Recently the

Council of Founders of the MARATHON Association 
started to

work on the question of establishing on the basis of the

Association an international joint-stock company.

I am also proudto announce that the MARATHON project

has been highly appreciated by the Government of Russia 
and

Is included into the State Proiram of development of sat
el-

lite communications and broadcasting systems as 'one of its

principle components. We haim signed as well an official

agreement on cooperation with the Telecommunications Minis-

try of Russia.
§
g

Strongly believing that the establishment of the MARA- w E

THOM mobile satcom network will not only promote the deve-

lopment of national economy but also contribute to the o

expansion of mutually advantageous busineSslike internatio-

nal cooperation I incerely hope to welcome You as poten-

tial partner in its implementation. 2

U-
0

With bes
v--

Uladi r B. TAMARK1N
Dire tor general

IP*

0
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To: Torn Vvhiterioad

Clay Whitehead Ass(.‘.c.

From. Jeffrey ManberlY7

Re: Russia.n Launch Situation

By Fax

Introductioo

Cin Saturday I mot with 1.)r r.

NPU Lnergia to discuss a pcissible ro

tanc ation Iron the Russia:i

After providing him witr t .,J1 L‘,

objectives for the fu9 satOite s'.1 --.-:tern aq

Legostaev agreeo to arrange tor me-:

Sernenov, the General DirecIor of tC•

On a more general le

worthwhile for NPO Enema

Yeitst:r government, withi•-Dp:

r

,

‘1. . i t s

FS; .

k



chief manufacturer of The Proton NA. '!i!tr

which the spaceport of Baikon,Jr is

NPO Fnergia is one of IN:, VOr.. i

vas this organization that iaunched -

Gagariri. Today, NPO Energia :5 a . • Az , •

Buran space shuttle, the Energia

vehicle, and the Soyuz capsu:e. lr31 ":2,3 r.7!

rocket and several SOUnding rOCr.CIS_

NPO Energia also operaies spE,c.upcir nLknc

Republic of Kazakstan, Dr. Semenov and Q T.clep..ito;c: are

friends.

NPO Energia has several iLaqes

Russian organization:

--NA Sr' ,t?cently signi;ci

use of the SoyL.;z capsule as par', c

million over triree years, repre.s.--.,..rit. :-

contracted with a Russian spncc, orçrtv

--Two major U.S. corp.:.- rat:c.:, s 

Lockheed and Rockweil.

--The Europeans havi::, 0;•..€,r

services tits year alone to NPO Eriurg:a.

--The State Departnent

White House and Congress. ft ')E. .;‘- 1 :I.: L.. ' •- ri

th!S year. NASA recognIze

one that is purely governrn9nt.

--Dr. Yuri Serrienov is -



_ ,

he is an ally of those mo conservvo

powerful in recent months and 'nas
,._.1t - ,r.

eYt:!-.
• .

filanutracWie oLW L.

Qthkr_f_sn$Iciilrat10.)2

In a phone conversbt,ori Fr-

Gounci1 he stated that K.B. ,S;1),L;t

t •

considerod to be punished.

The State Department ,

but the very process has already

the National Space CourIci-,

of the status of K_F..t. Salyut ard

prgra.ms that invcive Kb. Saty_ ii

to say the least.

QStd Stri,W y 

Given the polittcal

organizaitonal strengths of NPO

Energia as an ally for us. 00th -:

--We meet with Dr.

appropriate Hussian ottic:aH:,

--We suggest tc

coUd o'for to the ether Rep...ib:!,.::‘

the launc:i-, faclities are

further weapon for us heie !r1

• A Co 7-irnE)rcial corn

• • •

_ , • ;
• ),

„

r. ,
•
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Here is the letter that went to Russia initiating launch
discussions.



ALPHA LYRACOM
SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

Clay T. Whitehead
Vice Chairman

November 5, 1992

VIA FAX 011-73-95-274-0025

Dr. Yuri P. Semenov
General Director and General Designer
NPO Energia
Kaliningrad, Moscow area
REPUBLIC OF RUSSIA

Dear Dr. Semenov:

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

We are a U.S. company that owns and operates the world's
first private international#communications satellite system. Our
first satellite, serving Europe and North and South America, was
built by G.E. Astro and launched on an Ariane rocket in 1988.

Hughes Aircraft Company is now building three new HS-601
satellites for us, to be launched in 1994 and 1995. This system
of four satellites will enable us to provide basic and advanced
communications services to the entire world.

We have explored the use of the Proton launch vehicle and
last year reached a technical agreement with KB Salyut. That
agreement expired, and we entered into an agreement with Ariane.
However, we now intend to use Ariane only for the#launch of the
first new satellite, and would like to use the Proton for the
last two launches, in late 1994 and early 1995.

However, we need more than an agreement with the rocket
manufacturer. We want a strong and knowledgeable partner in
Russia to work with us to overcome the technical#and political
challenges of achieving timely and successful launches of our
satellites.

We would like to contract with our Russian partner and pay
them directly to#provide the entire range of equipment and
services necessary for the launches. This would include
procurement of hardware from KB Salyut and others and all
arrangements at Baikonur. Our Russian partner also would need to
work closely with us to assure that we receive all necessary
approvals from the U.S. and Russian governments in a timely way.

PAN AMERICAN SATELLITE • ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • TELEPHONE 203/622/6664#• FAX 203/622/9163



Mr. Jeffrey Manber has recommended your organization as a
strong partner to work with us from initial planning through
completion of the launches. If it is agreeable to you, I propose
that we meet in the near future to discuss an agreement between
our organizations. I also propose that we send you a draft of an
agreement prior to my arrival so that we can make substantial
progress during my visit.

I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

4/



AflbcDA flOPAKOM

cnEoc KOMMIDIOHMKEOWH3

Kn30 T. Ya2Txeg

Bwue-npegcegaTenb

5 HoR6pR 1992 r.

1320 On He2H Bpwgx Poyg

MaKFINH, B1AprpKWHL/19 22101

Tene0oH: (703)847-8787

0aKc: (703)847-8804

2-py npwc n. CemeHoey
FeHepanbHomy f_twpeKTopy V FeHepanbHomy KoHcTpyKTopy

Hno 3HeprwR
KanwHwHrpag, MOCKOBCKaR 06naCTID

Poccm2cKaR OegepaLtwR

):Loporo0 CemeHoe:

Mu RenRemcsi AmepmKaHcKo2 KomnaHwe2, KoTopaR enapeeT nepeo0 e

mwpe LiaCTHO1 me1(pyHapo1Ho2 cmcTem02 cnyTHvicoe00 C8533W A
3KcnnyaTwpyeT ee. Haw nepeu0 cnyTHwK, obicnyxweantgw0 Eepony m
CesepHyn V KbotHyn AmepmKy, bun nocTpoeH Kom1aHme2 1:01(w.M. AcTpo w

3anymeH c nomombn paKeTu ApmaH B 1988 F.

B HacToRwee epemR KomnaHwR XbI03 3cipKpaOT cTpowT gnR Hac Tpw

HOBUX cryTHwKa 3043c-601, KoTopue gon*Hu 6uTb 3anyweHu B 1994 m

1995 rr. 3Ta cwcTema M3 HeTupex cnyTHwKoe no3eonwT Ham

npepocTaensTb 0CH08HH8 cneLlmanbHue yonyrw e o6nacTw CBS3W ecemy

mwpy.

Mu paccmoTpenw mcnonb3oeaHme paKeTu-HocmTenR npoToH, w 8

rpownom rogy 3aKnuHwnw TexHwHecKoe cornaweHwe c KB CannT. CpoK

3T0F0 cornaweHws wcTeK, w Mb 3aKnnHono cornaweHwe c ApwaHom.

OrlHaKO, B HacToRwee epems.mu HamepeHu mcnonb3oeaTb ApwaH TOMKO gnR

3a11ycKa nepeoro Hoeoro cnyTHwKaV xoTenw 6u mcnonb3osaTb npoToH pnR

nocnegHmx geyx 3a11ycKoe e KoHue 1994 w HaHane 1995 rr.

OgHaKo, Ham HyAmo H8LATO 6onbwee, Hem cornaweHme c

rpow3eogwTenem paKeT. Mu xoTenw ou WM8Tb conwgHoro V xopowo

oceepomneHHoro napTHepa 8 Poccww, KoT0pu0 pa6oTan 6u c Hamm Hap

pewee m TexHwHecKwx 1,4 nonwTwHecKmx 3aga4 gnR o6ecneHeHml

ceoeepemeHHoro V ycnewHoro 3anycKa Hawwx cnyTHwKoe.

Mu xoTenm 6u 3aKnnHwTb KOHTpaKT C Hawom POCCMciCKNM napTHepom

nnaTmTb emy HenocpegcTeeHHo 3a nocTaeKy ecero gwana3oH3

o6opygosaHms V ycnyr, Heo6xogmmux gnR 3anycKos. B Hero BXOnVT

npwoopeTeHwe annaparypu y KB CancT Vgpyrwx opraHw3aQw2, a Tam

ece orepauww Ha Ba2KoHype. Haw PoccwOcKw0 napTHep TaKxce gonxeH



6ypeT pa6oTaTb B TeCHOM KOHTaKTe C Hamm, HTo6u o6ecneHmTb Ham

cBoeBpemeHHoe nonyHeHme scex Heo6xop1mux pa3peweHm0 OT npaBwrenbcre

CWA v Poccmm.

M-p 2xecOOpm M3H6ep peKomeHpoBan Ham Bawy opraHm3aL4mlo

KaHecTBe conmpHoro napTHepa pnR pa6oTu c Hamm, HaHWHaR C

nepBoHaHanbHoro oTana nnaHmpoBaHmR po ocyutecTeneHmR 3anycKoB.

Ecnin Bbl cornacHu, R xoTen 6u npepnoxoTb BCTpeTWTCR B 6nmxaOwee

spemR, HT06bi o6cypoTb cornaweHme mexpy Hawmmw opraHm3aL4mRmw. 9

TaKxe xoHy npepnoxm Tb, HT06b1 po moero npme3pa MU npmcnanm Bam

npoeKT cornaweHmR, HTO no3Bonmno 6u Ham cymecTBeHHo npopemHyTbcR

enepep Bo epemR moero sw3mTa.

Xpy Bawero oTBeTa.

OcKpeHHe Baw,

Kn30 T. Ya0Txep
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HENRY GOLDBERG

PHILLIPL. SPECTOR
JERFREY H OLsON
JOSEPH A. OODLES
JONATHAN L WIENER

HENRIETTA WRIGHT

THOMAS G. GHERARDI, P.C.
COUNSEL

LAW OFFICES

GOLDBERC & SPECTOR
1229 NINETEENTH STREET, NW.

WASHINGTON. 0.0 20036

LIEMORANDUM
YIK_TELICOPIER

TO: Fred Landman

FROM: Henny Wright

RE: Soviet Launch

DATE: Sept,?rber 5, 1991

-

(202) 429- 4900

TELEOCWIEH'

(202) 4204102

'TELEX'

882320

You asked for a quick evaluation of recent reports in
Satellite Week and the Einmalill_lime_s_ that seem to indicate a
new liberalization in U.S. policy concerning the export of
communications satellites for launch in the Soviet Union. There
are two different regulatory schemes invo3ved, that of Commerce
and of State. Although Commerce has just published liberalized
export regulations as required by this year's agreement among the
COCOM countries, as far as U.S. policy is concerned, the State
Department restriction still holdn. The State Department,
meanwhile, is undertaking a review of its Soviet launch policy,
but there is nothing definite yet to report.

spoke with several people in the Bureau of Politico-
Military Affairs at State, in particular at the Center for
Defense Trade Policy, about current U.S. )aw that prohibits
shipments of U.S. Munitions List (USML) items, including
satellites, to the Soviet Union. I was told that Gorbachev
himself had asked the U.S. Governnent to zevise its policy. The
U.S. government acknowledges that space scrvices and products are
among the few assets the Soviet Union has to offer, and that
allowing U.S. business to purchaso them (and, in this case,
export the satellite in order to purchase a launch) is one of the
few ways to aid the Soviet economy short of appropriating funds.

Although a review is underway, and the threshold for denying
use of Soviet launchers has gone up, some issues have not "gone
away," and thus the outcome is very much up in the air. Other
agencies besides State will be involved, such as DoD and ACDA
(Arms Control and Disarmament Agency). The assumption is that if
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the answer answer is to be yes, it will need t to be relatively quick
(witnin two months) to send the proper signal.

One State Department official#told me that he sees the
Soviet launch capability as complementary, not comparable, to
that of the L.S. or France, because the Soviet expertise is at
the upper end of rocket and payload size.

As 's:c the Commerce Department, it issued revised export
controls#for all commodities on August 29, 1991. ecause
satellites are not specified as a "controlled item," they could
be shipped under a#general license, "G-DEST," absent the State
Department restriction. The other COCOM countries wanted
standardized export regulations for "dual use" items, i.e., iters
used commercially as well as militarily, hence the Commerce
revision. 1-3..1t in the United States, dual use items are currently
controlled by state. Although the dual use policy is also under
review, it now looks as if communications satellites will remain
under State Department#control. That is why the Commerce
Department liberalization is not in itself meaningful for
purposes of Soviet launch availability.

GOLDBERG & SPECTOR
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Almost Broke.
Soviet Union's
Space Efforts
Go on Sale
As orbiting asti onauts promote
Coca-Cola, even their spacecraft
goes on the block.

--------
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ALPHA LYRACOM 
SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

Clay T. Whitehead
Vice Chairman

VIA FAX 011-7-95-142-5900

Mr. Anatoli Kiselev
Director
Khrunichev Enterprise
Novozavodskaja str., 18
Moscow, 121309
USSR

Dear Mr. Kiselev:

1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: (703) 847-8787
Fax: (703) 847-8804

September 6, 1991

You may recall that Dr. Graham Allison of Harvard University
arranged for us to meet in February in Washington to discuss the
prospects for your selling Soviet launches commercially.

My view at that time was that you have an outstanding
product, but that the U.S. government policy on the use of Soviet
launchers was a major barrier that would take some time to
overcome. Much has happened since February!

I now am informed that President Gorbachev has
President Bush to review that policy and that it is
examined seriously with an open mind in view of the
changes in your country.

asked
in fact being
recent

Alpha Lyracom recently announced an agreement with Hughes
Aircraft Company to build three new satellites to expand its
international telecommunications coverage worldwide for launch in
1994. All three satellites will be HS-601 models in the 3000 kg
class. We have been considering both Ariane and Long March as
launch options, and would like to consider using Soviet launches
for these three new satellites. If we could reach agreement in a
timely way on economic and technical matters, it would give the
U.S. government a specific case to decide and Alpha Lyracom could
be helpful in seeking favorable ruling from the U.S.

I would appreciate it if you could advise me on how we can
best begin such discussions soon and with whom. For Alpha
Lyracom, I would nominate Mr. Fred Landman who is President of
the company, and Mr. Philip Rubin who is our chief technical
adviser. I look forward to this opportunity to work together.

PAN AMERICAN SATELLITE • ONE PICKWICK PLAZA • GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 • TELEPHONE 203/622/6664 • FAX 203/622/9163
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VIA FAX 011-7-95-142-5900 September 6, 1991

Mr. Anatoli Kiselev
Director
Khrunichev Enterprise
Novozavodskaja str., 18
Moscow, 121309
USSR

Dear Mr. Kiselev:

You may recall that Dr. Graham Allison of Harvard University
arranged for us to meet in February in Washington to discuss the
prospects for your selling Soviet launches commercially.

My view at that time was that you have an outstanding
product, but that the U.S. government policy on the use of Soviet
launchers was a major barrier that would take some time to
overcome. Much has happened since February!

I now am informed that President Gorbachev has asked
President Bush to review that policy and that it is in fact being
examined seriously with an open mind in view of the recent
changes in your country.

Alpha Lyracom recently announced an agreement with Hughes
Aircraft Company to build three new satellites to expand its
international telecommunications coverage worldwide for launch in
1994. All three satellites will be HS-601 models in the 3000 kg
class. We have been considering both Ariane and Long March as
launch options, and would like to consider using Soviet launches
for these three new satellites. If we could reach agreement in a
timely way on economic and technical matters, it would give the
U.S. government a specific case to decide and Alpha Lyracom could
be helpful in seeking favorable ruling from the U.S.

I would appreciate it if you could advise me on how we can
best begin such discussions soon and with whom. For Alpha
Lyracom, I would nominate Mr. Fred Landman who is President of
the company, and Mr. Philip Rubin who is our chief technical
adviser. I look forward to this opportunity to work together.

Sincerely,
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FAX (703) 847-8804

Mr. Fred Landman
President,
Mr. Philip Rubin
Chief Technical Adviser,
ALPHA LYRACOM
1320 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia 221.01

Dear Sirs:

ref. 125/143

September 12,1991

As you know, our firm is the producer of the "PROTON" rocket.

As reported Mr. Whitehead, you consider that it's expediency to
study a possibility of launching by Soviet rocket the satellites
made by your firm.

On instruction from Mr. Kiselev General Director, I'll be engaged
in this one project.

Please, transmit by FAX the main parameters of orbit and
characteristics of satellites , which you plan to launch.

Please, inform us, what the information on "PROTON" rocket you
need in a first time.

If you find time , I would be pleasure to invite you or your
personal to visit our firm If yes , please , advise us on the
most convenient date and duration of your probable stay in
Moscow.

Please , fax (095) 142-59-00 all your messages.

Sincerely yours,

A. LEBEDEV

Attention! Repeat for control.
Handing report of 12 September 1991, computer haven't
acknowledge a letter.

TOTAL P.01
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FAX ( 703) 847-8804

Mr.Clay I.Whitehead
Vice Chairman
ALPHA LYRACOM
1320 Old Chain Brige Road
McLean,Virginia 221.01

Dear Mr.Whitebead:

kHOUNICWA ENTEPPR1SL

AerrI9acC, Enginecrine, Special holipment

ref. 125/142

September 11,1991

1 would like to express my gratitude for your interest and high
assessment of the 'PROTON" rocket.

We are ready to start talks immediately and I hope we would
manage to agree upon all technical and financial matters.

From the KHRUNICHEV ENTERPRISE's side , I instruct Mr.Alexander
1.1,EBEDEV , Head Foreign Economic Relations Division , to handle
this project.

Technical supervision over the project will be exercised by
MrDmitry POLUKHIN , Genral Designer , "SOLUT" Design Bureau.

If you find time , I would be pleasure to invite you to visit our
firm. If yes , please , advise us on the most convinient date and
duration of your probabale stay in Moscow.

Please , fax all your mesages.

Sincerely yours,

A.KISELEV

#g—
Ao4via-2/
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KHRUNICHEV ENTERPRISE

Aerospace, Engineering, Special Equipment

ANATOL! KISELEV

Director

USSR, 121309, Moscow, Telephone: 145-80-36
Novozavodskaja str , 18

Telefax: (095) 142-59-00
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PROF. ANDRE! A. KOKOSHIN
VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE

OF SOVIET SCIENTISTS

DEPUTY DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF USA

AND CANADA

121814, Moscow
Khlebny per., 2/3
USSR

Ph.: 291-90-71
FAX: 7 095 2001 207
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ACADEMICIAN

Prof. Yuri V. GULYAEV

Peopl's Deputy of the USSR
Chairman of Subcommission

on Communication and Informatics
uf the Soviet of the Union Commission
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR

18 Marx Avenue
l'Aoscow 103907
USSR

Tel. 203-49-93
203-14-33

AlgaRSPUTNIK •

1111114W

Dr. Boris I. Chirkov
international Organization of Space Communications

INTERSPUTNIK
Director General

2 Smoiensky, 1/4
Moscow USSR, 121099

'aeu1131 . .
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Telephone: 244 03 33
Telex: 411288 DESK SU
Fax: 253 99 05
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